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OUT WARREN’S WAYOUT WARREN’S WAY

Warren Thayer, Editor
warren@fdbuyer.com 

THE
‘OPPORTUNITY’
FOLLIES
In which the skeptical author 
examines opportunities, and 
suggests looking before you leap. 

One of my favorite Web sites 
is www.despair.com, which 
says the motivational 

poster/trinket industry 
exists because “now, as 
in ages past, people des-
perately long to believe 
in simple solutions to 
complex problems.”

Breathless optimists 
who go around remind-
ing us that “Change is 
opportunity” have al-
ways annoyed me. These 
people have motivational posters 
on their office walls, whistle a great 
deal and have a tendency to suck up 
to the boss. 

Fact is, “change” is opportunity for 
both success and disaster. As indus-
try pundits remind us, opportunity 
is simply everywhere. But unfor-
tunately, the biggest opportunities 
tend to come wrapped in complex 
problems without simple solutions. 

I’ve always been on the cautious 
side. Those who are secretly out to 
get me call me paranoid. But allow 
me, if you will, to address a few “op-
portunities” the “experts” are yam-
mering about, and some reasons for 
caution. 

SKU rationalization is always 
touted as an opportunity that 
promises efficiencies, better mar-
gins, fewer stockouts and fresher-
smelling breath. All true, up to a 
point. But the pendulum has to stop 
somewhere, and if every retailer 
carries the same brands, the only 
differentiator is price. If I need to 
take this cautionary point further, 
you don’t belong in this business. 

There is also supposed to be great 
“opportunity” for new store loca-
tions, what with so many Big Box 
and Little Box stores going belly-

up in the last couple years. Fools 
are rushing in already, grabbing 
up leases. Fine, but IMHO there 
is more opportunity in competing 
better with what you’ve got rather 
than grabbing more locations in this 
already-overstored environment.  
(Location is a huge deal, and some 
of these available leases are now 
available for a reason.) 

There are now so many “experts” 
on “marketing to minorities” today 
that you can’t swing a dead cat 

without hitting one of 
them. Is it just me, or 
are nearly all grocery 
store CEOs middle-
aged white guys with 
little music in their 
veins? Yes, we’re see-
ing more women in 
middle management 
at both the retailer 
and supplier segments, 

and there’s at least a gratuitous ef-
fort to avoid always referring to “the 
shopper” as “she.” But I see more 
black people in Vermont than I do at 
industry conventions, and all too of-
ten, merchandising to Hispanics is 
treated like a dangerous visit to the 
far-flung Isles of Langerhans. There 
is, um, “opportunity” to practice 
more diversity in our industry. 

JUST DANDY
Social media is just dandy, but most 
retailers I see (with the exception 
of Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s and a 
few others) are doing it half-assedly. 
Worse, they are not truly measuring 
results, and we all know you can’t 
manage what you can’t measure, 
right? Doing social media well re-
quires lots of time and money, with 
relentless measurement of ROI. That 
just ain’t happening. 

The very best “opportunity” lies 
in doing the hard work to find real 
solutions to complex problems, and 
sharing with partners rather than 
fighting over nickels. Just sayin’. 
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BuILD 
BREAKFAST
SALES
WITH MILK
Creating a Breakfast-at-Home meal 
occasion strategy involving milk is a 
proven way to build sales, differen-
tiation and customer loyalty. 

BY VIVIEN GODFREY, CEO, MilkPEP

Research shows that more 
than 90% of Americans agree 
that breakfast is the most 

important meal, yet only 44% eat 
breakfast every day. That’s $3.7 bil-
lion in missed retail sales. Another 
$5.2 billion in retail sales is lost to 
out-of-home breakfast consump-
tion. MilkPEP is working with 
retailers to leverage this $8.9 billion 
growth opportunity. 

Creating and owning a Breakfast-
at-Home meal occasion strategy is an 
effective way for retailers to differen-
tiate themselves from their com-
petition, 
increase 
basket 
size and 
improve 
customer 
loyalty. To 
do this, retailers need to help shop-
pers establish their own Breakfast-at-
Home routine and remind them to 
purchase their breakfast foods and 
milk within all of their marketing 
vehicles, as well as in their stores. 

OVER HALF OF DAILY USE
The MilkPEP long-range planning 
work in 2010 and 2011 showed us 
that the breakfast-at-home meal 
represents the time of day when more 
than half of daily milk consumption 

occurs, making this the primary oc-
casion to defend and grow milk sales. 
More than 2.7 billion gallons of milk 
are consumed during the Breakfast-
at-Home occasion. With a laser focus 
on occasion-based opportunities in 
2012 and over the next few years, 
Breakfast-at-Home is now the pri-
mary focus for MilkPEP. 

Using MilkPEP’s resources and 
messaging, retailers can reinforce 
that Breakfast at Home makes sense 
for many reasons, including: 
•	 It’s a less expensive option than 

eating breakfast out each day. 
•	 It's healthier to eat breakfast at 

home—you can control contents 
and portions. 

•	 Breakfast is a time to bring the 
family together to start the day 
right with the good nutrition 
family members need to navigate 
the day. 
Milk is a proven catalyst for shop-

ping trips. Making it the centerpiece 
of your Breakfast-at-Home strategy 
will help you sell many other break-
fast complements. According to 
recent research, we know that more 
than 80% of milk consumed during 
breakfast is accompanied by a meal 
or snack. Therefore, it goes with 
everything from eggs, cereal, fruit, 
pancakes, waffles, sausage, bacon, 
etc. And even more powerful, basket 

size doubles 
when milk 
is pur-
chased. 

When 
the shop-
per comes 

to your store, make it easy for them 
to put together the breakfast meal 
for their family in the same way you 
provide them with dinner solutions. 
An integrated meal section where 
you can pair breakfast foods together 
teaches shoppers how to stock their 
refrigerators and pantries with ready-
made breakfast solutions.

We strongly encourage you to 
promote breakfast in all of your 
promotional materials and market-
ing activities, create promotional 

partnerships with complementary 
breakfast brands, cross-merchandise 
with breakfast products from other 
departments, suggest daily solutions 
(e.g. Monday is English muffin and 
milk day, Tuesday is frozen waffles 

and milk), conduct breakfast-at-home 
cooking exhibitions, create breakfast-
themed sampling events and custom-
branded displays. MilkPEP wants to 
partner with you to help bring the 
Breakfast-at-Home strategy to life in 
your stores. There are numerous free, 
turnkey resources available to you on 
gotmilksales.org, our new Web site 
devoted exclusively to retailers. These 
are accessible all year long. 

The Breakfast-at-Home meal oc-
casion is a powerful idea to drive 
increased basket and transaction 
size plus win shoppers’ loyalty. It is 
an untapped opportunity to own an 
occasion-based, meal-at-home strat-
egy, and complement your existing 
dinner platform.

Facing a 30-year decline in milk 
consumption, we at MilkPEP realized 
that it was imperative to understand 
and identify the most significant 
factors contributing to the decline 
in per capita milk consumption. We 
knew the importance of prioritiz-
ing the largest, practical short- and 
longer-term growth opportunities for 
fluid milk. We also wanted to move 
beyond planning our programs a year 
at a time and identify ways that we 

There are numerous free, 
turnkey resources available 
to you on gotmilksales.org. 

VIVIEN GODFREY
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could begin capturing opportunities 
over the next three to five years.

PROVEN RESEARCH
To assist in creating an actionable, 
strategic roadmap for the milk indus-
try for the next three to five years, 
MilkPEP enlisted the expertise of 
The Monitor Group. Monitor, which 
specializes in helping organizations 

unlock their growth potential, devel-
oped a foundation of information that 
MilkPEP is using to shape the long-
range plan for the fluid milk industry. 

During the course of this project, 
Monitor reached out to nearly 5,000 
industry stakeholders and consumers 
to understand opportunities for the 
future, as well as barriers and driv-
ers to milk consumption. The work 
revealed several important findings 
with respect to food and beverage 
consumption in the United States, 
the most notable being that total 
beverage consumption per capita has 
been flat for decades. This means that 

for milk to gain market share, it must 
steal share from other beverages. The 
fiercest competitor is bottled water, 
which is the only beverage to experi-
ence double-digit growth over the 
last 10 years.

We now have a better understand-
ing that our best bet for reversing the 
decline in milk sales, and steal back 
share from competitors like water, is 

to focus on consumption occa-
sions versus demographics. More 
specifically, we need to target 
time and place and the important 
role they play in the decisions 

that people make with respect to 
beverages, including milk. The work 
identified several areas of potential 
focus with breakfast at home as the 
key occasion to defend and grow 
given the enormity of milk volume 
associated with breakfast. 

‘THE BREAKFAST PROJECT’
To steal share means changing con-
sumer behavior. With this in mind, 
MilkPEP created The Breakfast 
Project, a multifaceted campaign that 
encourages consumers to establish 
a Breakfast-at-Home routine that 
includes milk. Launched in February, 

The Breakfast Project is the corner-
stone of a multi-year, occasion-based 
strategy to drive volume, value, and 
ultimately change consumer behav-
ior. We have begun to showcase the 
unique role milk plays in the morn-
ing, both through its unmatched nu-
trient package and versatility during 
the morning routine – from lattes, 
to smoothies, to cereal and milk as a 
standalone beverage. The Breakfast-
at-Home message is a great way for 
retailers to promote milk as part of a 
meal-occasion strategy versus price 
only. Retailers can take advantage of 
MilkPEP’s tools and support to own 
the Breakfast-at-Home meal occasion 
and drive milk sales along with sales 
of other complementary breakfast 
products.  n

Vivien P. Godfrey has been the CEO 
of the Milk Processor Education Pro-
gram (MilkPEP), Washington, D.C., 
since 2009. She directs the national 
“Milk Mustache/got milk?” cam-
paign ⎯ a $106 million annual effort 
funded by America's milk processors 
to educate consumers about milk's 
benefits and to increase consumption 
of milk.

Basket size doubles 
when milk is purchased. 

MERCHANDISING

GOT (CHOCOLATE) MILK?

If MiilkPEP has its way, Gatorade and its sports drink 
pals will soon be moo-ving over on the shelf to make 
room for more chocolate milk. The organization’s 

Refuel campaign positions milk 
as the new after-workout choice 
among top athletes. 

And why not? Research shows 
that low-fat chocolate milk has 
the right mix of protein and 
carbs, plus key electrolyte re-
placement, to speed muscle repair 
after strenuous exercise. Ads that 
are reminiscent of the Got milk? 
print campaign feature top ath-
letes and their choice of chocolate 
milk as their after-workout drink 
of choice.  (See gotchocolatemilk.
com.) 

The real muscle behind the Refuel campaign is engag-
ing a variety of elite athletes and gold-medal winners 
to speak out about their post workout routine revolving 

around low-fat chocolate milk, including a big presence 
at marathons, half marathons and Ironman comps across 
the nation, especially the well-attended Rock ‘n’ Roll 
Marathons. 

In all, the “Refuel/Got Chocolate Milk?” promotions 
will reach about 500,000 athletes at 32 national tour 

sporting events in 2012. Milk-
PEP is working with processors 
to sample at 350 different health 
clubs, and supporting processor-
driven sporting events.  

MilkPep hopes to expand 
on the $3.3 billion sport drink 
industry, giving retailers a 
higher-margin milk product as 
an impulse buy for adults. The 
campaign uses interactive social 
media featuring high-profile 
athletes as influencers to drive 
the message to everyday ath-

letes. The Facebook page features a revolving local “ath-
lete of the month” and the Web site GotChocolateMilk.
com is heavy on serious athletes, training tips and the lat-
est science behind chocolate milk as a “refuel” drink.  n
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NEW PRODUCTS

Reduced-Cholesterol Dairy
Sturtevant, Wis.-based Benelact Dairy (www.benelactdairy.
com) introduces a line of all-natural butter and cheese with 
one-third less cholesterol than traditional dairy products. 
Made with 
a patented 
technology 
that removes 
cholesterol 
from milk 
and cream 
mechanical-
ly, without 
chemicals, 
the additive- 
and preservative-free collection includes mild cheddar, 
medium cheddar, colby, colby jack, mozzarella, provolone 
and pepper jack cheeses in 8- and 16-ounce and 5-pound 
blocks; 7- and 16-ounce shreds; and 7-ounce slices. The 
company also offers both salted and unsalted butter in 
four-stick, 1-pound packages. The products are expected to 
retail for between $2.99 and $7.49.

Ice Cream Bars
Hackettstown, N.J.-based Mars Chocolate North America 
(www.mars.com) debuts Milk Way Chocolate Ice Cream 
Bars. Made with chocolate ice cream layered with caramel 
then dipped in milk chocolate, the certified kosher frozen 
treats come in three formats: 2.8-ounce sin-
gles, 12-ounce 
six-packs and 
12-ounce 
12-packs 
(with 80-cal-
orie minis). 
Suggested re-
tail price for 
the singles is 
$1.79; for the 
multi-packs, 
$4.29.

Meatless Entrees
Quorn Foods (www.quorn.com), Westport, Conn., adds 

ready-to-serve entrees 
and burritos to its line 
of mycoprotein-based 
meat- and soy-free 
frozen foods. Made 
with natural ingredients, 
the 9-ounce meatless 
entrees include Kung 
Pao Chik’n, Spaghetti & 
Meatless Meatballs and 
Chili, while the 6-ounce 
burritos include Chik’n 
& Tomato Roasted Corn 

Salsa and Chipotle Lime Chik’n & Bean varieties. High in 
protein and low in calories, the microwaveable single-serve 
entrees and burritos are expected to retail for $4.99 and 
$3.59, respectively.

Stand-Up Cheese Packaging
Minnetonka, Minn.-based 
Crystal Farms (www.crystal 
farmscheese.com) introduces 
stand-up packaging for its 
8-ounce shredded cheese 
lineup. Although it still holds 
2 cups of cheese, the new 
upright pouch uses 20% less 
packaging than its predecessor. 
And, package facing is reduced 
30% so retailers can fit more 
product on the shelf. Designed 
so consumers can keep the 
bag upright during cooking, the 
pouch also features a premium 
twin-track zipper for easier closing and improved freshness.

Gourmet Ice Pops
Las Vegas-based A5 Group (www.peckmanspops.com) 
launches a line of stickless gourmet ice pops made with 
premium ingredients. Peckman’s Pops come in three 
artisanal flavors: Citrus Mint, Mango Cotton Candy and 
Pomegranate Blueberry Lemonade. Limited edition and 
custom flavors are also available. Packaged in single-serve 
100ml/3.38-ounce tubes, the fat-free frozen novelties are 
offered in both single- and assorted-variety, eight-count 
packages with a $16 suggested retail price.

Nut Cheese
West Hartford, Conn.-based Nutty Cow (www.nuttycow.
com) presents a line of dairy-free nut cheeses featuring the 
same taste and texture as dairy-based 
cheeses. Also free of preservatives, 
gluten and cholesterol, Nut-
Cheese comes in three 
flavors: Ricotta 
Style, Garlic Herb 
and Maple Pecan. 
Ideal for lactose-
intolerant and vegan 
consumers, the easy-
to-spread soy- and 
cashew-based product can 
also be substituted for traditional 
cheeses in many recipes. It’s available 
in both 8- and 10-ounce containers. 
Suggested retail price is $4.99 to $5.99.
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Incentive Program, and you can earn 
a prize for participating while you 
increase your Halloween milk sales. 

To sign up and download your  
PeanuTs® characters now,  
visit gotmilksales.org, or to learn 
more, call the MilkPEP Hotline  
at 800-945-MILK.
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  materials!
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F A C T O I D S

FASTEST
DAIRY

BY BESSIE BOVINE

Supermarket sales of dairy 
products topped $11.70 
billion during the 12 weeks 
ended April 15, a gain of 2.2% 
versus the same period a year 
ago, according to Chicago-
based market research firm 

SymphonyIRI Group. Units fell 3.1% to 4.69 
billion, and volume tumbled 5.1% to 36.68 
billion. Percentage of volume sold with 
merchandising support expanded 1.9 points 
to 43.1%.

For the 52 weeks ended April 15, dairy 
sales jumped 5.3% to $50.85 billion, but 
units were down 2.5% to 20.36 billion 
and volume declined 4.1% to 163.91 
billion. Percentage of volume sold with 
merchandising support shrunk 1.3 points to 
41.3%.

Our chart shows the fastest-growing dairy 
subcategories, including the top 10 brands, 
for the 12 weeks ended April 15. Data is 
for the brands as originally trademarked 
and may not include line extensions. Only 
brands with at least $100,000 in sales 
during the period are listed.

22.2%
Dollar gain by private label 

sauerkraut (to $1,878,863), one 
of the largest by a store brand 

refrigerated product. The 
subcategory expanded 7.0% to 

$9,284,186.

-61.5%
Dollar loss by refrigerated 

grape juice (to $751,989), larg-
est by a refrigerated depart-

ment subcategory. A 73.0% loss 
by top-seller Welch’s Healthy 
Start gets most of the blame; 
the remaining top five brands 

posted gains.

1,005
Pounds of butter the average 
American will eat in his or her 
lifetime — an amount the size 

of 1.5 refrigerators.

CRANBERRY COCKTAIL/DRINK  $3,718,038   317.7   1,389,033   332.2   53,354,790   263.5 
Simply Cranberry   $2,412,786  *  952,593  *  37,601,990  *
GT’s Kombucha Synergy   $757,977   72.3   237,938   80.5   3,807,009   80.5  
Florida’s Natural   $264,898   48.6   81,176   38.4   4,789,387  38.4 
Private Label   $143,748   (23.3)  66,114   (34.4)  5,721,122   (30.6)

READY-TO-DRINK COFFEE  $10,876,640   207.2   3,161,991   164.8   138,204,600   424.8 
International Delight   $6,289,286  *  1,642,822  *  105,140,600  * 
Bolthouse Farms Perfectly Protein   $4,311,729   29.0   1,352,223   28.8   30,604,620   27.8 
Upstate Farms   $156,219   0.5   112,103   (11.3)  1,793,651   (11.3)

DINNER/SANDWICH ROLLS/CROISSANTS  $391,532   177.7   174,497   195.4   119,150   149.2  
Private Label   $374,749   208.3   168,467   232.1   114,185   161.1  

MILKSHAKES/NON-DAIRY DRINKS  $22,998,410   111.7   6,430,801   19.6   19,395,870   29.0  
Slim Fast   $12,640,410  *  1,874,150  *  5,584,049  *
Rice Dream   $3,763,352   7.0   1,107,247   6.2   4,428,986   6.2  
Hershey’s   $1,841,233   (24.1)  1,376,217   (31.5)  1,032,163   (31.5) 
Kerns Aguas Frescas   $857,657   (2.1)  314,438   (3.8)  1,257,751   (3.8) 
Yoo-hoo   $741,731   (2.4)  265,940   (5.0)  875,027   (6.2) 
Chug   $491,167   (30.6)  368,071   (36.8)  276,053   (36.8) 
Private Label   $467,888   (34.3)  225,885   (37.3)  1,396,918   (37.6) 
Don Jose   $358,111   18.4   94,000   12.2   533,949   21.1  
Dean’s Choco-riffic   $333,576   (11.5)  138,679   (13.1)  996,927   (15.2) 
Lala Lalacult   $196,861   10.8   108,453   8.9   372,806   8.9  

NON-AEROSOL WHIPPED TOPPINGS  $80,839,980   68.0   28,825,090   65.8   22,732,110   37.8  
Private Label   $31,823,970   5.5   12,322,120   9.3   11,762,600   8.4  
Reddi-wip   $29,722,480  *  10,091,900  *  4,973,728  *
Kemps   $1,642,695   21.4   558,625   15.7   497,654   17.5  
Dean’s   $1,589,618   7.8   602,810   7.2   581,480   7.1  
Horizon Organic   $1,411,318   26.2   391,339   22.7   391,339   22.7  
Knudsen   $1,308,431   36.6   319,262   6.0   350,617   31.6  
Organic Valley   $1,276,352   14.7   399,564   7.9   321,944   8.9  
Land O Lakes   $1,221,306   5.8   302,099   8.8   351,797   9.7  
Meadow Gold Old Style   $818,553   12.9   165,803   11.0   233,615   11.8  
Meadow Gold   $813,004   16.6   396,226   34.5   316,124   25.8  

JUICE AND DRINK SMOOTHIES  $77,001,390   33.8   22,811,990   34.0   488,353,200   39.6  
Bolthouse Farms   $20,634,250   24.2   5,704,498   23.0   155,957,800   25.5  
Naked Superfood   $18,369,090   39.5   4,544,655   30.6   106,723,500   46.6  
Naked   $10,824,740   18.7   3,239,770   18.3   53,580,610   21.2  
Odwalla   $5,092,867   (4.7)  1,647,301   3.7   30,767,410   (2.2) 
Odwalla Superfood   $5,033,277   341.5   2,050,284   370.9   25,004,310   320.7  
Naked Protein Zone   $2,797,961   23.1   751,131   22.5   12,373,840   23.2  
 Odwalla C Monster   $2,539,985   67.4   913,958   74.2   14,513,240   83.7  
 Bolthouse Farms C Boost   $2,306,061   (1.4)  677,494   (1.6)  16,630,520   (1.8) 
Naked Well Being   $2,142,802   67.9   522,509   62.3   12,389,740   71.0  
Naked Antioxidant   $1,410,514   123.5   169,840   123.4   10,869,450   123.4  

ALL OTHER FRUIT JUICE  $15,653,720   22.2   3,691,109   57.3   121,213,800   84.3  
 POM Wonderful   $9,432,094   2.0   1,998,623   28.0   42,510,520   6.0  
Tropicana Pure Premium   $2,451,022  *  775,803  *  45,772,360  * 
 Bolthouse Farms   $1,118,627   28.1   115,503   31.7   5,985,828   31.3  
Dole   $504,828  *  179,945  *  10,616,770  * 
Noble   $429,364   10.5   146,860   7.4   4,501,277   10.8  
Bolthouse Bom Dia   $247,345   (32.8)  38,390   (44.7)  1,228,470   (35.0) 
Private Label   $205,722   (31.1)  91,146   0.8   1,269,769   (54.4) 
Zico   $204,004   209.6   87,176   194.3   1,220,462   194.3  
Evolution   $182,692   (31.8)  44,568   (32.8)  896,838   (30.4) 

SALAD TOPPING/BACON BITS  $317,703   20.2   146,897   6.9   495,186   4.7  
Private Label   $248,153   27.6   126,980   10.3   380,941   10.3  

PINEAPPLE JUICE  $3,122,639   18.4   1,048,308   15.7   61,934,870   7.1 
Dole   $2,458,604   (5.2)  832,987   (6.3)  49,217,480   (13.5) 
Tropicana Pure Premium Healthy Heart   $658,501  *  212,630  *  12,545,180  *

CREAM CHEESE BRICK  $99,317,490   17.6   57,030,630   10.3   28,294,280   10.3 
Kraft Philadelphia   $57,111,110   22.7   29,745,980   20.8   14,645,280   21.0  
Private Label   $38,759,900   10.5   25,266,860   (0.8)  12,640,880   (0.7) 
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15,250
Number of times the average 

driver will honk a car horn dur-
ing his or her lifetime, according 
to the Guinness Book of World 

Records. However, he or she will 
curse or blaspheme other driv-
ers more than twice as often  — 

about 32,035 times.

5.1%
Dollar gain by fresh eggs (to 

$742,181,900), the largest dairy 
subcategory to expand dur-

ing the most recent 12 weeks. 
Eggland’s Best (up 18.0%), drove 
much of the growth, but Dutch 

Farms’ sales grew 11,518.6%, 
vaulting it into the No. 4 spot.

$3,028,068
Dollar sales by newcomer 

International Delight Cold Stone 
coffee creamer during the most 

recent 12 weeks, making it one of 
the best dairy performers in dis-
tribution less than one year. The 

subcategory grew 10.0%.

7%
Percentage of American adults 
who are unable to snap their 

fingers.

-10.6%
Dollar loss by refrigerated pud-
ding/mousse/gelatin/parfaits 

(to $119,447,700), the largest 
dairy subcategory to post a 

double-digit loss during the most 
recent 12 weeks. Among the 

top five, only No. 2 Kozy Shack 
(+6.1%) registered sales growth.

66.9%
Percentage of butter volume 
sold with merchandising sup-

port during the most recent 12 
weeks, the most in the dairy 

department — and 19.4 points 
more than a year ago. The three 

brands with the biggest gains 
— Hotel Bar (+43.6%), Darigold 
(+31.4%) and Keller’s (+29.9%) — 
sold more than 75% of volume 
with merchandising support.

Crystal Farms   $1,834,523   11.8   1,085,968   9.4   542,984   9.4  
Organic Valley   $497,149   15.7   151,294   10.6   75,647   10.6  
Dutch Farms   $357,060   81.4   265,660   113.3   132,830   113.3  
Cabot Vermont   $201,514  *  161,090  *  80,545  * 
Dairy Fresh   $167,338   9.4   130,613   14.0   65,307   14.0  
Weight Watchers   $139,560   (24.2)  65,398   (35.0)  32,699   (35.0)

PIES (NO SNACK PIES)  $5,225,534   16.0   950,934   8.8   1,091,891   5.9 
Private Label   $2,535,930   1.3   375,849   (9.4)  546,380   (8.1) 
Cyrus O’Leary’s   $938,537   31.2   178,843   32.6   206,097   12.6  
J. Horner’s   $272,432   (13.4)  33,377   (15.9)  57,343   (13.9) 
Kenny’s Genuine Island Style   $257,846  *  32,003  *  48,004  * 
Reese’s   $153,420   296.6   19,436   276.5   28,074   276.5  
Hershey’s   $138,605   33.8   96,216   39.6   15,933   39.6  
Schwan’s   $131,320   263.9   17,147   296.8   23,845   296.8  
Something Sweet   $115,324   16.5   14,993   11.4   18,256   4.4  

KEFIR/MILK SUBST./SOYMILK  $163,994,500   14.4   50,035,180   12.5   186,833,300   11.6  
Silk   $38,102,760   (14.7)  10,875,420   (16.9)  45,724,090   (16.3) 
Silk Pure Almond   $30,327,790   84.6   9,277,783   78.1   37,236,060   78.7  
Blue Diamond Almond Breeze   $27,213,660   35.7   8,196,293   28.6   33,094,530   28.7 
Private Label   $16,507,100   23.4   5,998,135   21.8   22,902,770   17.5  
Silk Light   $15,149,230   (6.2)  4,589,168   (8.4)  18,356,670   (8.4) 
Lifeway   $8,261,919   3.9   2,353,810   1.3   4,456,955   0.2  
8th Continent   $5,253,726   10.7   1,688,049   6.2   6,752,195   6.2  
Silk Pure Coconut   $3,968,746   86.6   1,170,502   75.7   4,682,009   75.7  
Odwalla Protein Monster   $2,700,039   (16.5)  1,096,186   (2.1)  865,328   (17.7) 
Silk Plus   $2,602,088   (21.9)  771,602   (22.5)  3,086,408   (22.5) 

ALL OTHER SIDE DISHES  $21,026,300   12.7   6,137,956   10.6   6,004,364   9.4 
Bob Evans   $7,474,536   8.2   2,069,592   9.4   2,477,657   10.5  
Private Label   $4,828,235   (7.3)  1,577,770   (12.7)  1,476,423   (11.0) 
House Foods   $1,086,479   33.3   532,475   27.9   266,238   27.9  
Reser’s Main St. Bistro   $878,649   70.5   221,656   71.7   277,070   71.7  
Old El Paso   $686,844   435.6   222,520   440.1   132,132   440.1  
Reser’s   $676,764   57.9   182,418   56.3   203,493   38.8  
Food Merchants   $442,975   9.3   125,986   9.7   141,734   9.7  
Modern Mushroom   $422,686   137.3   95,407   122.0   47,703   122.0  
Veggie Patch   $334,725   14.7   77,947   17.3   43,845   17.3  

PEANUT BUTTER  $729,518   11.2   129,354   (8.6)  149,132   (10.3) 
Parkers Farm   $595,486   15.3   105,242   (10.7)  119,512   (10.8) 

TEA  $95,483,460   11.0   44,191,920   7.5   3,802,029,000   5.7  
Private Label   $19,382,200   8.8   11,583,070   8.7   1,176,201,000   10.1  
Gold Peak   $16,418,690   37.2   6,513,756   39.4   379,934,700   37.8  
Turkey Hill   $12,748,630   2.0   6,535,846   (1.3)  503,926,000   (3.5) 
Red Diamond   $12,492,820   7.6   4,975,654   4.4   558,816,300   5.3  
Turkey Hill Nature’s Accent   $7,280,813   (7.2)  3,382,727   (12.8)  296,492,100   (11.7) 
Bolthouse Farms Perfectly Protein   $5,119,801   18.2   1,365,777   16.7   39,195,820   17.6 
Milo’s   $4,622,142   14.9   1,720,953   9.8   192,338,600   11.0  
Swiss Premium   $4,617,559   5.5   2,151,372   0.5   224,257,900   3.4  
GT’s Kombucha Synergy   $3,119,145   135.6   968,192   148.0   15,491,080   148.0  
POM Tea   $1,287,939   (7.1)  537,022   (6.6)  8,592,348   (7.0) 

BAKED BEANS  $2,736,459   11.0   700,761   0.7   998,114   5.4  
Private Label   $1,720,805   4.3   475,270   (7.5)  719,571   (0.4) 
Zarda   $344,461   41.1   67,588   47.8   110,449   47.2  
Edamame   $186,942   41.5   44,559   72.6   33,420   72.6  
Melissa’s   $175,463   17.3   36,814   14.4   35,327   20.3  

NATURAL CHEESE-CRUMBLED  $58,358,410   10.9   16,559,470   7.4   5,364,521   7.7  
Atheno’s   $15,912,940   7.3   4,159,327   4.6   1,460,327   8.1  
Private Label   $13,002,320   30.4   4,849,906   25.0   1,319,855   27.2  
President   $5,823,908   1.0   1,141,384   (15.2)  463,674   (12.0) 
Treasure Cave   $5,187,217   1.8   1,601,311   2.1   529,302   2.5  
Alouette   $3,396,021   14.5   824,047   9.4   196,473   10.2  
Kraft   $2,477,383   (4.1)  866,184   (13.8)  344,150   (15.5) 
Stella   $2,234,966   10.2   557,959   5.8   202,232   8.2  

*Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.              
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FASTEST
FROZEN

BY PETER PENGUIN
Supermarket frozen food sales 

for the 12 weeks ended April 
15 topped $7.53 billion, down 
1.9% compared with the same 
period a year ago, according to 
Chicago-based market research 

firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units 
fell 6.9% to 2.38 billion, and volume 
tumbled 8.3% to 3.12 billion. Percentage of 
volume sold with merchandising support 
edged up 0.6 points to 47.3%.

For the 52 weeks ended April 15, 
sales were up 0.9% to $32.29 billion, but 
units were down 4.1% to 10.34 billion. 
Volume decreased 4.8% to 14.09 billion, 
while percentage of volume sold with 
merchandising support shrunk 0.4 points 
to 46.6%.

Our chart shows the fastest-growing 
frozen department subcategories, 
including the top 10 brands, for the 12 
weeks ended April 15. Data is for the 
brands as originally trademarked and may 
not include line extensions. Only brands 
with at least $100,000 in sales during the 
period are listed.

-10.1%
Dollar loss by multi-serve 

frozen dinners/entrees (to 
$296,948,400), the largest 

frozen subcategory to register 
a double-digit loss during the 

most recent 12 weeks. Nine 
of the top 10 brands were 

down or flat, notably Bertolli 
(-11.3%), Marie Callender’s 

(-23.2%) and On-Cor Classics 
(-23.1%), but No. 10 Gourmet 

Dining posted a 4.5% gain.

69.3%
Dollar gain by frozen frank-
furters (to $229,473), one of 

the largest gains by a subcat-
egory too small to qualify for 
our list. Newcomer Kunzler, 

which grabbed the No. 1 
spot from Shelton (-8.0%), 
drove much of the growth. 

Also strong: Organic Prairie, 
Magnolia and Al Safa Halal. 

BABY FOOD/JUICE/SNACKS  $856,688   130.7   416,452   139.4   91,402   156.1 
Happy Baby Happy Melts   $419,537   119.1   118,456   87.0   7,403   87.0 
Happy Tot   $322,439   308.3   273,853   298.4   72,242   298.4 

COOKIE DOUGH  $1,992,562   103.2   513,915   143.2   535,090   104.6 
Weight Watchers Smart Ones   $1,072,061   25,345.0   320,873   30,586.9   169,261   24,426.3 
Gregory’s   $213,460   40.3   23,513   34.7   75,764   32.9 
Otis Spunkmeyer   $174,051   (60.1)  55,474   (54.2)  56,720   (53.8)
Private Label   $150,077   29.9   33,843   153.2   87,183   401.3 
Pillsbury Grands   $126,575  *  28,817  *  86,089  *

PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH  $3,730,440   51.9   1,274,114   37.5   1,419,041   23.8 
Udi’s   $762,248   142.1   146,855   143.9   73,428   143.9 
Private Label   $530,607   742.4   191,930   409.2   223,826   474.8 
Freschetta   $345,066  *  85,621  *  51,912  *
Kinnikinnick Foods   $310,408   (2.2)  37,031   (6.1)  48,603   (6.0)
Tiseo   $178,650   9.7   103,286   9.4   103,286   9.4 
House of Pasta   $177,308   (9.6)  66,584   (11.5)  133,167   (11.5)
Calise & Sons Bakery   $149,544   0.5   100,430   1.1   100,430   1.1 
Stefano’s   $122,503   (8.3)  70,499   (8.4)  70,499   (8.4)
Guttenplan’s   $112,213   47.6   77,244   60.6   77,244   60.6
Rhodes   $102,862   (5.1)  28,181   (10.4)  84,542   (10.4)

SOUP  $9,118,858   35.7   2,235,658   1.8   2,422,130   22.7 
Bertolli Meal Soups   $3,788,692  *  560,728  *  841,092  *
Tabatchnick   $1,760,570   (6.8)  878,987   (11.4)  799,327   (10.9)
Phillips   $577,442   (21.2)  123,590   (19.8)  104,817   (22.1)
Boston Chowda   $447,119   4.0   74,351   3.6   88,406   (1.3)
Kettle Cuisine   $425,355   40.1   120,468   37.1   75,292   37.1 
Stouffer’s Corner Bistro   $412,549   (70.9)  139,850   (71.1)  87,406   (71.1)
Private Label   $335,843   (25.8)  66,917   (21.5)  92,627   (22.8)
Soup Supreme   $203,894   (11.2)  14,138   (8.9)  44,938   (9.2)
Reames   $104,006   (18.5)  17,988   (22.1)  22,485   (22.1)

PIES  $74,725,430   23.9   19,514,510   18.1   26,959,590   25.6 
Marie Callender’s   $25,881,680   80.5   5,240,241   143.1   9,826,154   90.4 
Edwards   $14,139,710   11.8   2,112,482   11.1   3,963,902   9.6 
Sara Lee   $7,938,229   18.8   1,655,007   18.5   3,430,046   13.8 
Mrs. Smith’s   $7,788,412   6.6   1,754,557   4.4   3,779,168   2.3 
Edwards Singles   $5,573,116   (11.8)  2,083,607   (13.1)  729,012   (17.3)
Banquet   $4,229,020   (0.9)  5,020,813   (5.9)  2,196,606   (5.9)
Claim Jumper   $3,508,244   31.6   544,272   47.6   1,322,476   46.6 
Private Label   $1,241,854   (5.1)  254,549   (19.9)  426,238   (17.8)
Sara Lee Signature Selections   $879,470   (22.0)  122,635   (20.9)  291,248   (16.3)
Mrs. Smith’s Soda Shoppe   $592,097   (25.7)  95,491   (26.5)  216,235   (26.6)

PROCESSED TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE  $14,297,840   22.3   2,768,068   13.5   3,393,871   18.8 
Private Label   $4,052,013   97.6   561,052   28.3   834,180   45.4 
Shady Brook Farms   $1,795,510   (9.2)  479,623   (6.7)  377,252   (9.1)
Foster Farms   $1,384,573   (11.9)  212,576   (13.7)  317,371   (14.1)
Jennie-O Turkey Store   $940,845   21.7   138,097   (1.9)  247,535   6.8 
Perdue Short Cuts   $733,871   (13.2)  173,084   (12.6)  97,360   (12.6)
Cooked Perfect   $731,800   (3.4)  113,176   (11.4)  198,058   (11.4)
Jennie-O   $690,971   (15.2)  80,514   (21.8)  101,106   (24.0)
Royal   $637,177   37.5   135,896   37.7   271,791   37.7 
Honeysuckle White   $567,970   (7.9)  197,607   11.1   149,417   11.5 
Butterball   $360,089   (22.3)  67,034   (18.9)  80,643   (26.9)

DRINK/COCKTAIL DRINK CONCENTRATE  $14,809,680   12.7   7,221,033   (3.1)  16,084,340   (18.1)
Yoplait Smoothie   $3,624,250   (23.4)  1,107,650   (26.0)  1,949,669   (23.7)
Jamba   $2,801,418   156.5   905,356   136.7   1,014,992   121.3 
Welch’s   $1,937,476   (23.6)  1,249,145   (27.8)  3,591,292   (27.8)
Private Label   $1,626,647   (14.2)  1,183,123   (27.2)  3,457,254   (30.5)
Dole   $1,461,566  *  741,878  *  486,894  *
Hawaii’s Own   $1,439,248   (10.7)  1,146,919   (18.1)  3,440,756   (18.1)
Yoplait   $864,453  *  261,702  *  248,617  *
Minute Maid Premium   $331,499   (23.2)  202,930   (27.0)  608,789   (27.0)
Five Alive   $247,601   (14.7)  143,039   (21.0)  429,118   (21.0)
Bright & Early   $116,913   2.6   111,568   (7.8)  334,704   (7.8)

TORTILLAS  $833,974   11.8   299,913   12.1   326,907   30.6 
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150,000,000
Number of hot dogs typically 
consumed on July 4, the single 

largest hot dog-eating day of the 
year. For the record, Americans 
consume an average of 60 hot 

dogs apiece every year.

23.9%
Dollar gain by private label fro-
zen bagels (to $1,972,488), which 
recently grabbed the No. 2 spot 
from Kraft Bagel-fuls. Finagle A 
Bagel and Against the Grain also 

posted double-digit advances.

-6.7%
Dollar loss by processed 

chicken/chicken substitutes 
(to $391,241,300). Of the top 10 

brands, only Tyson Grilled & 
Ready saw sales expand.

The unprocessed chicken/
chicken substitutes segment was 
down by -5.6%, although Tyson 
and several Perdue brands man-

aged decent gains.

3,326
Hours the average dog owner 
will spend walking his or her 
pet in its lifetime, according 

to the Guinness Book of World 
Records. During those walks, 

however, he or she will scoop up 
approximately 15,308 separate 

pieces of poop.

27
Number of private label frozen 
products that saw sales expand 
during the most recent 12 weeks 

— several by triple digits. But 
significantly more store brand 
frozens (47) registered losses.

-6.8%
Dollar loss by frozen pizza, the 

third-largest frozen subcat-
egory. Among the top 10 brands, 
only No. 2 private label (+5.1%) 

saw sales expand. California 
Pizza Kitchen, Freschetta, 

Tony’s and Stouffer’s all reg-
istered double-digit losses.

*Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.              

Food For Life  $265,743   27.9   78,737   26.6   59,053   26.6 
Goya   $129,008   0.5   23,856   (3.6)  44,342   (3.9)
La Popular   $110,800   23.8   50,765   22.6   38,074   22.6 
Private Label   $109,779   (22.6)  39,416   (43.5)  17,998   (38.9)

YOGURT/TOFU  $50,670,620   10.6   13,262,420   8.3   33,782,960   4.7 
Private Label   $11,982,430   18.8   3,735,954   28.7   12,793,220   16.3 
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Slowchurned   $6,359,721   (15.7)  1,490,702   (23.1)  4,472,107   (23.1)
Ben & Jerry’s Lighten Up   $4,073,255   2.7   1,016,575   (6.7)  1,016,575   (6.7)
Kemps   $3,197,742   68.1   828,546   60.1   2,485,637   60.1 
Häagen-Dazs   $2,820,315   (23.8)  671,711   (32.9)  587,747   (32.9)
Wells’ Blue Bunny   $2,232,898   14.5   688,859   28.1   1,704,271   (2.0)
Turkey Hill   $2,202,012   0.1   689,528   (7.2)  2,068,585   (7.2)
Organic So Delicious   $1,924,241   7.4   343,404   (2.1)  585,394   (3.7)
So Delicious   $1,903,538   1,537.7   351,905   1,600.6   351,905   1,600.6
Kemps Live Healthy   $1,789,334   49.1   448,152   42.9   1,344,456   42.9 

PIE/PASTRY SHELLS  $20,988,440   9.9   6,739,169   5.3   5,124,397   4.4 
Private Label   $6,659,410   13.2   2,744,179   4.7   1,979,304   2.7 
Pepperidge Farm   $6,547,480   3.5   1,356,695   (0.5)  1,357,517   (0.3)
Pillsbury Pet Ritz   $3,467,111   12.2   1,175,571   11.6   818,795   11.5 
Marie Callender’s   $1,321,188   19.6   371,052   15.0   371,052   15.0 
Athens Foods   $973,107   7.1   481,799   4.3   63,260   4.3 
Mrs. Smith’s   $681,598   13.1   200,517   5.4   200,517   5.4 
Oronoque Orchards   $631,284   18.9   177,134   14.0   177,137   14.0 
VIP   $274,970   10.0   91,084   7.6   39,849   7.6 
Dutch Ann   $131,767   0.2   56,780   (9.4)  36,906   (9.9)
Wick’s   $105,499   4.6   36,733   (2.4)  32,833   (1.0)

POT PIES  $74,639,580   9.8   47,090,390   0.0   29,571,310   1.7 
Marie Callender’s   $40,126,470   19.3   14,120,300   14.1   13,881,760   12.9 
Banquet   $21,376,890   9.0   26,029,610   (3.9)  11,387,960   (3.9)
Stouffer’s   $4,245,585   (15.0)  1,427,351   (21.4)  1,117,878   (22.2)
Swanson   $2,359,860   7.5   2,667,161   7.6   1,166,883   7.6 
Willow Tree   $1,381,384   (4.1)  280,478   1.0   388,043   (5.4)
Private Label   $1,333,747   (0.0)  1,598,858   (9.7)  762,022   (9.4)
Amy’s   $1,312,781   (0.9)  372,004   (4.1)  175,781   (4.2)
Boston Market   $855,866  *  279,608  *  279,608  *
Blake’s   $565,634   8.8   117,295   1.9   149,769   5.1 

WHIP TOPPINGS  $52,903,180   6.7   33,099,560   11.9   18,693,820   8.9 
Cool Whip   $23,489,870   23.7   13,786,900   40.5   7,874,519   34.8 
Private Label   $14,735,760   (11.6)  10,538,780   (14.5)  5,998,591   (15.9)
Cool Whip Lite   $8,332,812   11.9   4,875,980   27.0   2,767,098   22.1 
Cool Whip Free   $4,127,137   (4.8)  2,507,643   6.7   1,335,005   3.6 
Cool Whip Sugar Free   $1,943,089   2.2   1,291,071   14.3   645,535   14.3 

COFFEE CREAMER  $828,490   6.4   381,380   (1.8)  553,213   (10.9)
Rich’s Coffee Rich   $648,429   (12.6)  303,486   (18.8)  475,319   (21.6)

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE  $164,975,700   6.2   33,656,870   (6.8)  46,679,390   (7.9)
Jennie-O Turkey Store   $50,466,800   16.1   9,718,300   4.3   12,345,340   2.7 
Private Label   $25,230,280   (0.2)  5,567,725   (13.1)  8,241,295   (10.9)
Shady Brook Farms   $22,306,690   (16.9)  4,049,545   (29.1)  6,128,413   (30.9)
Jennie-O   $15,303,450   31.0   2,621,661   18.1   5,541,242   18.5 
Foster Farms   $10,016,470   6.1   2,012,355   5.2   2,558,056   6.5 
Honeysuckle White   $9,377,809   (46.8)  1,956,697   (58.5)  2,509,139   (60.7)
Butterball   $7,733,821   63.6   1,058,968   56.3   2,199,485   49.7 
Perdue   $7,446,150   69.6   2,279,196   47.7   2,328,381   44.2 
Butterball Everyday   $4,090,975   155.2   1,251,473   86.5   1,251,473   86.5 
Plainville Farms   $3,327,431   36.0   741,483   37.2   741,483   37.3

FRUIT  $100,156,700   5.8   26,022,440   (4.9)  28,024,310   (5.1)
Private Label   $72,631,500   3.8   18,297,590   (9.5)  20,528,230   (8.4)
Dole   $9,728,298   11.1   2,481,814   16.0   2,220,516   5.0 
Wyman’s   $3,404,482   13.7   727,235   2.6   890,275   9.9 
Cascadian Farm   $2,577,069   20.7   691,107   23.2   399,685   23.6 
Goya   $2,212,966   21.5   935,347   7.4   780,876   7.5 
Birds Eye   $972,606   (16.9)  352,533   (15.3)  230,301   (16.2)
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MENU FEES,
‘OVER EASY’
Here are my opinions on merchandising money and all 
those other elephants in the living room that nobody 
wants to talk about. 

BY JOHNNY HARRIS

Menu fees and such have long been 
a topic of heated conversation 
and debate.  Often, comments are 

made behind closed doors that you wouldn’t 
want your trading partners to hear. But I’m 
retired now, and for what it’s worth, I’d like 
to share what my thoughts have been over 
the years. 

What follows are my thoughts only, and 
none of it should be considered advice or 
encouragement. (That should keep the law-
yers happy.) Okay, here goes… 

It took me a long time in my career to 
convince myself that there was only one 
bucket of money that manufacturers have to spend with 
you. I believe your company should have the flexibility to 
choose how they want to spend the money. 

My introduction to merchandising money was back in 
the late ’70s when I asked a manufacturer to pay $200 for 
an item. I really didn’t want to add the item and almost 
fainted when he said “okay.” Today, allowances are often 
more than 1,000% of that. 

I always felt that if you are going to charge merchandis-
ing fees, then a three-tiered program would be appropri-
ate. Why should a case of yogurt be the same as a case of 
cheese? A tiered program would give you more promotions 
on the lower-cost lines and drive sales, in my opinion. 

Have you ever been asked by senior management why 
certain (ahem!) big box store retails were lower than your 
cost? The answer I always used was that some of the big 
box stores put all their money into cost of goods. Hon-
estly, I always felt that doing things that way makes for a 
cleaner P&L. 

By putting all the available funds into cost you don’t 

lose sleep worrying about whether or not you billed the 
manufacturer for all the things the boss wanted on the 
invoice.  

But do I think that your cost will be the same as the 
big box store’s if you do that? No, I don’t, but I think this 
would narrow the gap. 

It’s an unfortunate fact of life that merchandising fees 
prevent a lot of great items from small and start-up com-
panies from ever getting on the shelf. I remember years 
ago when a manufacturer came in and his first words 
were “I cannot pay your merchandising fees.” 

Well, I took the time to review his items and they were 
unique. I took the line anyway and a few years later he 
came back in with a check. He said to me “Mr. Harris, 

thanks for believing in my items ⎯ 
here are the merchandising fees I owe 
your company.” You know who you are, 
so I thank you! 

A few weeks ago, I was watching the 
TV show “Sharks” and a guy came on 
who needed $200,000. All the Sharks 
really liked his Shrimp Burgers, which 
came in four flavors. One of the Sharks 
asked if he had any business; he told 
them “Once I get the money I will get 
the orders.” I knew why he needed the 
money. The Sharks did not give him 
the money and he lost the orders. The 
moral of the story is simple: Merchan-
dising fees should not keep retailers 

from adding unique items. 
Ad fees can also be a problem. I believe retailers should 

make sure the items being promoted deserve an ad. 
If they don’t, I believe money from that manufacturer 
bucket is being wasted. All manufacturers love seeing 
their items in print no matter what the volume is. I think 
some of them wallpaper their offices with circulars! But 
some retailers may be spending twice the case cost on an 

ad, when an analysis of movement shows it’s 
not a good spend. 

I’ll say only one thing about scan fees: 
How many more promotions could retailers 
have if they eliminated these? 

I confess that I’ve always been a fan of “er-
ror fees.” You would not believe the errors I’ve seen from 
both brokers and direct sales forces on their paperwork. 
These charges should not come out of the “money bucket” 
but from the broker or manufacturer. They need to take 
the extra time to proof their work. Likewise, I think that 
costs for UPC, pack and size changes should come from 
the manufacturer’s money and not the retailer’s. 

The best retailers know how much each vendor is going 
to spend with them each year, and they see to it that reps 
keep this information on a spreadsheet. They review this 
each quarter, so they can see where the money is being 
spent. Who knows? The manufacturer may be giving some 

Have you ever been asked by senior 
management why certain (ahem!) big box 
store retails were lower than your cost?

JOHNNY HARRIS

JOHNNY’S COLUMN
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Merchandising fees 
prevent a lot of great 
items from small and 
start-up companies 
from ever getting on 
the shelf. 

of the funds to another retailer. Yep, this has happened! 
As I approach my one-year anniversary in retire-

ment, I want to say thanks to Warren and Paul for 
giving me the opportunity to write for Frozen & Dairy 
Buyer. Also, I’m grateful to the companies that have 
contacted me about consulting. Retirement has not 

been easy. I can 
honestly say that I 
do miss the store 
associates and 
people I worked 
with. The friends 
you thought you 
had are slowly go-
ing away and it’s 
Johnny WHO? 

One final note: 
Thanks for the e-mails and calls on the picture from 
last month’s article. Please be sure you understand that 
they are my granddaughters and not my daughters!  n

Johnny L. Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris Consult-
ing, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at 803-984-2594 or 
cmer0002@gmail.com. A long-time Harris Teeter ex-
ecutive, he is a former chairman of the National Frozen 
& Refrigerated Foods Association and a member of the 
Refrigerated Foods Hall of Fame. 
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3 TO ENTER HALL OF FAME
Montgomery, Wagstaff and Zdatny to be honored at 
NFRA convention in October. 

Nevin Montgomery, the retired president of the 
National Frozen & Refrigerated Foods 
Association, H. Reid Wagstaff, a retired vice presi-

dent of J.M. Smucker Company, and the late Ben Zdatny, 
former president of White Rose, Inc., will be inducted 
into the industry’s Hall of Fame during the National 
Frozen and Refrigerated Foods convention Oct. 9. 

Registration is underway for the convention, which 
runs Oct. 6-9 at the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel 
in Washington, D.C. Details are available at www.
nfraweb.org.  

Veteran broadcast journalist Chris Wallace, column-
ist and past presidential advisor Patrick Buchanan 
and veteran Democratic political strategist and author 
Donna Brazile will speak at breakfast meetings during 
the convention.  

The convention, which includes educational programs, 
networking events and business appointments, officially 
kicks off with the Taste of Excellence Reception on Sun-
day evening, Oct. 7. New Hall of Fame members will be 
inducted at the final event Oct. 9, when winners of Golden 
Penguin awards will also be presented.   n

JOHNNY’S COLUMN



Corn On The Cob  $27,617,640   (1.8)  9,046,694   (10.4)
Private Label  $9,668,224   (7.4)  3,277,599   (15.3)

Ravioli  $26,320,930   (5.3)  8,674,888   (10.6)
Private Label  $7,006,550   (3.4)  2,158,509   (7.7)

Tortellini/Tortelloni  $8,893,844   (7.1)  2,844,168   (5.5)
Private Label  $3,151,709   (17.5)  1,029,962   (16.5)

Side Dishes  $50,665,470   (5.2)  21,695,730   (8.6)
Private Label  $3,615,712   (23.0)  2,020,408   (15.6)

Bagels  $8,725,653   (11.8)  4,400,702   (15.3)
Private Label  $1,972,488   23.9   1,103,506   5.4

Cheesecakes  $13,879,450   (6.3)  2,238,946   (10.4)
Private Label  $3,307,271   (3.1)  356,181   (6.0)

Sweet Goods - 
No Cheesecakes  $47,221,590   (1.1)  11,397,400   (3.6)
Private Label  $7,551,465   (2.0)  1,264,784   (0.9)

Pretzels  $10,711,250   (6.5)  4,075,041   (7.4)
Private Label  $1,099,028   (7.6)  410,048   (7.6)

Drink/Cocktail 
Drink Cnctrt  $14,809,680   12.7   7,221,033   (3.1)
Private Label  $1,626,647   (14.2)  1,183,123   (27.2)

OJ Concentrate  $25,140,190   (14.4)  12,506,930   (23.0)
Private Label  $13,441,480   (12.1)  7,488,968   (23.3)

Yogurt/Tofu  $50,670,620   10.6   13,262,420   8.3 
Private Label  $11,982,430   18.8   3,735,954   28.8

Sherbet/Sorb./Ices  $39,169,120   (1.7)  13,145,960   (8.8)
Private Label  $16,241,210   0.1   6,312,660   (9.1)

Ice Pop Novelties  $7,098,401   (17.0)  3,812,314   (17.1)
Private Label  $1,683,056   4.5   763,219   (7.1)

Breakfast Entrees  $94,032,830   (2.0)  34,288,920   (5.6)
Private Label  $7,744,759   5.1   3,684,157   1.0
Breakfast Handheld  $99,778,180   1.6   23,515,920   (3.1)
Private Label  $3,719,652   18.4   1,076,382   25.8
Waffles  $145,988,100   3.8   53,580,180   (5.7)
Private Label  $25,106,740   (6.4)  10,987,120   (17.8)
Meat (No Poultry)  $159,909,500   (1.6)  24,765,780   (7.6)
Private Label  $44,334,580   1.4   6,138,614   (1.8)
Sausage  $62,327,580   (2.4)  28,845,980   (14.8)
Private Label  $5,003,168   16.3   1,401,801   (7.9)
Chicken/Ch Sub  $322,758,700   (5.6)  55,308,860   (11.7)
Private Label  $114,384,400   (14.2)  17,232,820   (22.4)

PRIVATE LABEL FROZEN
Here’s a sampling of supermarket sales of frozen food categories and sub-categories in the 12 weeks ended April 15, 
according to SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based market research firm. The first figures  are for the entire seg-
ment. We tried to pick segments we haven’t covered much in the past.  

PRIVATE LABEL

SEGMENT $ SALES % CHG UNITS % CHG SEGMENT $ SALES % CHG UNITS % CHG



Some of the numbers at Grocery Outlet, the 
175-store chain based in Berkeley, Calif., just boggle 
the mind.

At any given moment, wall-to-wall, the typical store 
has only 4,500 unique SKUs. But over the course of a 
year, the stores together will churn through more than 
200,000 unique SKUs as they ring up $1.2 billion in sales.  

BARGAINS ON BRANDS
Say what? For the uninitiated, Grocery Outlet is best 
known for helping about 2,500 manufacturers nationwide 
sell “problem products” and closeouts at discounts aver-
aging 40% to 50% to eager shoppers. In a typical week, 
its stores — most of them individually owned and in the 
range of 16,000 to 18,000 square feet — will sell a total 
of between 250,000 and 300,000 cases of frozen and re-
frigerated foods. That’s up from a mere 140,000 cases per 

week six years ago, when the chain had 125 stores. Hot 
sellers today include lunchmeats (16,000 cases per week) 
and yogurt (30,000 cases per week).

Keep in mind that the buyers have little if any idea of 
where most of next week’s merchandise is coming from. 
Oh, you wonder about planograms? Ha! Outside help 
with shelf re-sets? 
What’s that?

Yet the chain’s 
unique formula is 
an enormous suc-
cess. The recession 
hasn’t hurt Gro-
cery Outlet; it has 
simply made it more relevant. Sales have nearly doubled 
since 2006, and plans call for another dozen stores to be 
added in the West this year. What’s more, the company 

GROCERY OUTLET
Sales have nearly doubled in the last six years, 
and now the extreme-value closeouts retailer 
is expanding into the East. 

BY WARREN THAYER

Oh, you wonder about 
planograms? Ha! 
Outside help with shelf 
re-sets? What’s that?

Paul Miller (left), director of frozen, and Weldon Weatherly, director of refrigerated foods, have reason to smile: the 
company recently got a cash infusion from an equity partner, setting the stage for even more aggressive growth.
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recently acquired the 13-unit Amelia’s Grocery Outlet in 
New Holland, Pa., in the heart of Amish country.  

That’s not the logistical nightmare you’d expect; it’s 
actually a foot in the door for East Coast expansion. 
The stores will be serviced by the AmeriCold Logistics 
warehouse in Lancaster, Pa. AmeriCold already services 
Grocery Outlet’s Western operations with warehouses in 
Modesto, Calif., and Tacoma, Wash.

Grocery Outlet, which has always been healthy finan-
cially, recently got a cash infusion from an equity partner, 

setting the stage for 
even more aggressive 
growth. It had been 
adding six to eight 
stores a year; now that 
figure is more in the 
range of 12 to 15 on the 
West Coast alone. 

Okay, enough pream-
ble. Here’s my interview 
with Grocery Outlet’s 
Weldon Weatherly, 
director of refrigerated 
foods, and Paul Miller, 
director of frozen. 

 
When I did my last story on Grocery Outlet in 2006, 
about 80% of sales were closeouts or over-runs. Has 
that changed?
Miller: It’s now closer to 70%. We’ve made a strategic 
push into items that have increased shopper frequency 
and customer count. Today, we have fresh meat in all but 
six of our stores, so that we can be a convenient, one-stop 
shopping place. Where we have felt the need to add these 
convenience items, we put the right retails on them to be 
at or below the most aggressive retailers in the market-
place. But the lion’s share of our business is still oppor-
tunistic. 

These items have to be priced right; if we’re priced well 
on them, there’s a halo effect and it gives customers confi-
dence that we are priced right in the rest of the store. And 
of course the reverse would also be true. 

The average store has about 4,500 SKUs, with about 
300 in frozen and 400 in deli, which includes dairy. 

What are some of the typical reasons you’ll get prod-
ucts as closeouts or whatever?
Weatherly: It could be a package change, which would 
include a downsizing where a brand wants to maintain a 
price point by going to a smaller size. In the case of a new 
product innovation, sometimes the initial sales forecasts 
turn out to be overly aggressive before something catches 
fire. There are often start-up pains. You might also have 
a smaller company that wants to try out a new item and 
needs a place to put items until they are more accepted by 
other retailers. Then there are cases where the prolifera-

tion of private label has knocked items off the shelf. There 
is a lot of pressure on branded folks — particularly second 
or third tier—and we are all about brands.

We work many of the brands to buy regular merchan-
dise as well as closeouts. What we buy from them mir-
rors the 70% to 30% mix that we described. Over the 
years, we’ve gone from one point of contact — generally 
the person doing package changes — to multiple points 
of contacts. This could include brand managers and vice 
presidents of supply chain or manufacturing. All this 
creates some new opportunities also. Right now, we are 
working with a manufacturer on improving the through-
put on a byproduct of one of their big items.   

In a typical week, Grocery Outlet stores will sell a 
total of between 250,000 and 300,000 cases of 
frozen and refrigerated foods.

The company 
recently acquired 
the 13-unit 
Amelia’s Grocery 
Outlet in New 
Holland, Pa., 
in the heart of 
Amish country. 
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The yogurt category, spurred by Greek varieties, is a hot seller at Grocery Outlet with 
sales of 30,000 cases per week.

‘Women make 
up 74% of 
our shoppers, 
although the 
percentage of 
men is growing.’ 
— Weatherly

 How do you handle the lack of predictability in all this?
Weatherly: It’s Monday, and we don’t know what our 
offers are going to be this week, but we know our rela-
tionships with manufacturers will tender the best op-
portunities, and we will fill in on any deficient category. 
The categories can’t really have planograms — we work 
with a flow. It is really about making it simple and easy 
for consumers to shop our departments. We liken our 
flow to an accordion, depending on the items we get and 
their value to shoppers, you might see shelf contraction or 
growth. Our stores work with this well; when they order 
and receive product, they 
make room for it to fit.

All the labor for that 
comes from inside the 
stores. The things we rec-
ommend to the stores are 
allocation of space, and 
category adjacencies on 
what products work best 
next to each other. We 
also help the stores under-
stand that even though we 
have recommended the 
right amount of space for 
each category, there are 
times it makes sense to 
flex things out.
 
Miller: For example, right 
now we have lots of two-
packs of Red Baron frozen 
pizzas at an incredible 
price. Most retailers might 
be reallocating more space 
to ice cream now with 
the warmer weather, but 
because we’ve purchased 
the product so well and 

the value is so deep, we are opening up space for 
these items.

It’s actually very simple and manageable for the 
store operators. This is something we talk about all 
the time in training. Every store has a recommended 
flow of product by department. We talk to the opera-
tors and their teams about these flows and adjacen-
cies, so everyone is well-versed on the program. 
Individual stores have the autonomy to pull products 
that are right for their local demographics, which is 
necessary considering the differences between stores 
in, say, National 
City, Calif., and 
Bellingham, 
Wash. It may 
seem like organ-
ized chaos, but 

it’s not as daunting as 
it sounds.

Most of our ven-
dors and shoppers 
liken our stores to 
a treasure hunt, be-
cause they never know what they’re going to find. People 
generally know they’re going to find products at a great 
price, and they may buy more than they need while it is 
there. Because we don’t have slotting fees and all, we love 

‘We always try to 
take product as 
soon as we can — 
any delay can mean 
one less day of code 
when it gets to us.’ 
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For instant service or more information, contact us at
800-854-3255

Bridgford Foods, P.O. Box 3773, Anaheim, California 92803
www.bridgford.com

Bridgford products are simple to prepare and have that special “home-baked flavor” everyone loves!
Your customers will appreciate the convenience, as well as the exceptional quality. All Bridgford products

are supported with Free Standing Insert ads in newspapers and strong promotional programs. 

Frozen Ready-Dough®, Heat & Serve Rolls and Exciting New Monkey Bread!

048-1166 Bridgford 02_8.125 x 10.875  5/29/12  11:32 AM  Page 1



to discover new, smaller manufacturers and help them 
gain early distribution.  
 
How quickly can you act on an offer? And how do you 
handle the logistics of it?
Weatherly: Let’s say it’s Monday. If the item is very code-
sensitive, we can get it into our warehouse by the end of 
the week. But generally, it’s seven to 10 days. We try to 
turn the offers around in an hour, definitely no more than 
24 hours. We always try to take product as soon as we can 
— any delay can mean one less day of code when it gets to 
us.  Products already in the stores with only three or four 
days left on the sell-by date are marked down at least 50% 
to make sure they move. Buying perishables can be tricky, 
but only about 1.5% of refrigerated inventory gets marked 
down for this reason, and only about 1% has to be thrown 
away. Many shoppers buy items that are close to code and 
then freeze them when they get home, so everyone wins. 

Whether it’s a pallet or a truckload, we negotiate our 
agreements and distribution is handled by AmeriCold. 
They set up transportation with either a common carrier 

or local route trucks to get product into our stores. They 
service our Pacific Northwest stores out of Tacoma, while 
Modesto handles Nevada, Arizona and all of Califor-
nia. The new stores in Pennsylvania will be handled by 
AmeriCold out of Lancaster, Pa. 

Let’s talk a bit about those new stores.
Miller: We officially took over the stores on Jan. 1, and in 
the first five months we’ve relocated the dry warehouse 
and are relocating the perishables facility. We’ve opened 
our first store in addition to the ones we bought, and will 
be adding a second store in June. We’ll also have scanners 
up and running in the stores by October, which will make 

a huge difference. We’re still in the midst of the integra-
tion process, but it’s gone very well. 

Our suppliers had been asking us to open stores 
on the East Coast for 15 to 20 years, and we’d had a 
relationship with the previous ownership at Amelia’s 
for about half that time. We had shared ideas as we 
watched them grow, and the timing just worked out 
right for everyone. It made sense to get a bunch of 
stores and support them from a distribution center 
there. It was the only way to do it. We believe we may 
have 40 or 50 stores in that area within the next three 
to five years.

This is a strategic move for us. The West Coast loca-
tions will continue to expand, but the East is going to 
be a fast-growing part of our business in the next few 
years. We feel we have the buying power and opportu-
nity to grow those stores because of their proximity to 
untapped East Coast supply. 
 
What do you look for in a product? What are your 
hot buttons?
Weatherly: We look for brand and value, all the way 
across the stores. For example, we love to have Hebrew 
National hot dogs, and we love to have them at a hot 
price. Any well-known national brand at a low price, 
people understand as an extreme value. Our custom-
ers just want brands and value — even if it’s $4.99, as 
long as it’s a value, they’ll pick it up. A lot of price point 
operators will work to sell things at $1, but our custom-
ers are smart shoppers and recognize value despite 

Grocery Outlet recently provided more space for 
frozen pizza due primarily to purchasing Red Baron 
products “so well”, according to Miller.
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fees and all, we love to discover 
new, smaller manufacturers and 
help them gain early distribution.’ 
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the price point. We 
educate our shoppers 
about that.

We try not to say 
“no” to a manufac-
turer’s offer. We may 
consider several 
options, like what 
regions we can adver-
tise the brand in, or 
not advertise it. We 
never advertise a 
brand without asking 
the supplier partner, 
and that’s been true 
since we started ad-
vertising 12 to 15 years ago. In short, we try to be solution 
providers to valued vendor partners. 
 
What trends are you seeing in frozen and refriger-
ated?
Miller: We’re seeing a transition to more fresh and less 
frozen. Deli (including dairy) is about 16% of store sales 
at around $192 million, with frozen about 15%, at $180 
million. When you did your last story on us six years ago, 
refrigerated was 14% and frozen was just over 16%. On 
any given week, we have about 320 SKUs of frozen, and 

425 in deli.
We haven’t seen any 

real issues with get-
ting hot categories like 
Greek yogurt repre-
sented on the shelf. 
We’ve had long-stand-
ing relationships with 
General Mills, Dannon 
and a host of other 
companies, and we’ve 
always been able to get 
our share of whatever 
hot new item pops up 
in any category. When 
Greek yogurt took off, 

we saw a lot of reconfigurations, companies getting in 
and out of flavors and so on, and it was never an issue.

One of the fastest growing categories in the stores has 
been what we call the NOSH business — natural, organic, 
specialty and healthy. We’ve trademarked the name, have 
some in-store signs for it, and it’s doing well. It’s becom-
ing more important to us all the time.  

Doing any private label?
Weatherly: Three years ago, we partnered with a local 
dairy for our own private label milk under the Lady Lee 

‘We want to be 
EEDLP (everyday 
extreme 
low price) 
rather than 
promotional. — 
Miller

Br eak & Bake SconesBr eak & Bake SconesBr eak & Bake Scones

RiseRise && ShineShine

At Barista Baking CompanyTM, we’ve created a line of delicious, refrigerated Break & Bake scones that will satisfy the most demanding tastes. In fact, your friends and neighbors will wonder if you bought them from your local  bakery.  

See Us At IDDBA
Booth #3849

1-800-485-2636 ChampionFoods.com/Break&BakeScones



brand. Lady Lee is an old American Stores brand, and we 
use it for milk only. I’d say we’re still on the fence about 
private label, and it actually hasn’t been much of an issue. 
Someday, we might look at a controlled brand that repre-
sents who we are and speaks of our value to the customer. 
We’re just not there yet. 

How do you handle the pricing equation with a mix 
that changes so often?
Miller: We want to be EEDLP (everyday extreme low 
price) rather than promotional. But we don’t want to just 

advertise prices people 
may see all the time, so we 
try to give them additional 
reasons to come into the 
stores. We may drop prices 
and leave them there 
sometimes, and we’ve tried 
some BOGOs that have 
been successful. That’s 
allowed us to heat up the 
price but not play the 
“down and back up” game. 

We’ve also tested in-ad 
coupons the past few 
months, and consumers 
are responding well. If we 

take a position on a coupon, we don’t go back to the sup-
plier for help. If we can put a dollar on a coupon and it is 

relevant to our customer, it drives traffic at the right time 
of the month. We’re also trying to get more people signed 
up on Facebook, and on our individual store home pages, 
so customers can be informed when special deals are 

available. Our second 
digital ad ran Memo-
rial Day weekend. 
Digital ads help cus-
tomers who may not 
be in the area where 
a coupon is dropped, 
but want to get in on 
the deals. 

In-store, savings are 
printed on receipts, 
encouraging shop-
pers to come back for 
more. We compare 
our prices against 
the local or regional 
market leaders.  

Is there a profile for 
your typical shop-
per?
Weatherly: Women 
make up 74% of our 

shoppers, although the percentage of men is growing. 
More than 80% of our customers are 45 or older. They’re 
the ones who generally struggle the hardest, perhaps on 

Grocery Outlet’s focus is on fresh, high-turn items that 
customers demand. Most of the stores are 16,000 to 
18,000 square feet.

‘We feel we have the buying power 
and opportunity to grow those 
stores because of their proximity to 
untapped East Coast supply.’ 

The chain’s refrigerated section generally includes
 five or six doors for milk, cultured, eggs and some-
times juice.
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In-store sign draws attention to the NOSH business—natural, organic, 
specialty and healthy—which has become more important for Grocery 
Outlet. The chain has trademarked the name.

a fixed income or a 
change in job situa-
tion. They may have 
kids back at home, 
and need to buy food 
cheaper than they 
did three or four 
years ago. 

How are stores 
changing in de-
partment size, and 
overall footprint?
Miller: The construc-
tion group has fine-
tuned what a Grocery 
Outlet store should 
look like. We’ve traded down on store size and focused 
more on better locations. We’d rather be doing great with 
a smaller location than so-so in a large one. While we 
have stores of all sizes, right now our sweet spot is 16,000 
to 18,000 square feet, including selling area, backroom 
and office space. 

In refrigerated (deli and dairy) we generally have 36 
linear feet of open refrigerated cases, and five to six doors 
for milk, cultured, eggs and sometimes juice, depending 
on how the accordion is flowing. Some stores have eight-

foot egg cases to 
help merchandise 
the fast-turning 
and high-demand 
category. We 
focus on fresh, 
high-turn items 
that customers 
demand, and work 
to have enough 
facings for hold-
ing power so that 
customers aren’t 
disappointed. 

In frozen, we’ve 
gone from having 
only coffins to 

a combo of one coffin and one upright. You’ll typically 
see 48- to 60-foot coffins facing an upright of the same 

length. What’s driving that is the fact that we can get 
more variety into the uprights in a smaller footprint; we 
get more dollars per foot.  n

‘I’d say we’re still on the fence about 
private label.’ 

See Us At IDDBA
Booth #3849

1-800-485-2636 ChampionFoods.com/MakeNBake
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SNACKS 
DOWN 1.2%
Rising prices, competition from 
other channels and a lack of 
innovation by leading brands 
stalls growth.

BY DENISE LEATHERS

Although dollar sales are up 
3.2% for the year, the fro-
zen appetizers/snack rolls 

subcategory has taken a turn for 
the worse over the past couple of 
months. Supermarket sales fell 
1.2% to $227.2 million during the 
12 weeks ended April 15 versus the 
same period a year ago, according to 
Chicago-based market research firm 
SymphonyIRI Group. Unit losses 
were even more severe (-6.1%), 
reflecting both price inflation and 
a shift toward better-value, family-
size packaging. Supermarkets are 
also losing sales to other classes of 
trade — dollar stores, drug stores, 
etc. — which continue to add snacks 
and appetizers to their burgeoning 
frozen food assortments.

The segment also suffers from a 
lack of innovation by the segment’s 
top-selling brands (Totino’s, T.G.I. 
Friday’s, Bagel Bites, etc.), all of which 
posted losses during the most recent 
12 weeks. “The top brands haven’t 
introduced anything new in a long 
time; the products you see today are 
the same ones you saw 15 years ago,” 
says Meade Bradshaw, national sales 
manager for Moonachie, N.J.-based 
Bylada Foods (www.byladafoods.
com). In a trend-driven category 
where consumers expect to find 
make-at-home versions of the latest 
restaurant fare, “That’s really kind of 
amazing.” Fortunately, he continues, 
several second-tier brands have taken 
up the slack, rolling out a variety of 
innovative new items over the past 
year and a half or so (think stuffed 
pretzel pieces, single-serve spring 
rolls and baked ravioli bites). In fact, 

all of the gainers among the top 10 
were in the bottom half, including 
No. 6 Farm Rich (+20.7%), No. 7 El 
Monterey (+17.8%), No. 8 Delimex 
(+42.8%) and No. 9 Stouffer’s Lean 
Cuisine (+20.5%).

Retailer commitment to in-
novation — along with a sluggish 
economic recovery — is also help-
ing private label grow its share. 
Although dollars were down slightly 
(-0.4%) during the past 12 weeks, 

store brand sales for the year are 
up 1.5%, giving private label a firm 
hold on the No. 3 spot. “Retailers are 
realizing that with innovative items, 
they can lead in this category; they 
don’t have to follow the pack by sim-
ply replicating national brands,” says 
vp Frank Benso of Nampa, Idaho-
based Great American Appetizers 
(www.appetizer.com). 

Moreover, says Bylada’s Brad-
shaw, “A lot of consumers tried store 
brands during the recession, found 
that they liked them and saw no 
reason to switch once the economy 
started to improve.”

REFORMULATED FOR MICROS
While convenience is practically a 
given in the frozen food category, 
many products that still required 
pan frying or oven baking have been 
reformulated for the microwave. For 
example, Acton, Mass.-based Joyce 
Chen Foods (www.joycechenfoods.
com) recently debuted microwave-

able “5-minute potstickers” in three 
flavors (vegetable, chicken and 
vegetable, and pork and vegetable). 
Made with all-natural ingredients, 
the minimally processed snacks 
contain no MSG or preservatives and 
less sodium than many other brands, 
tapping into the better-for-you trend 
as well, according to Stephen Chen, 
president.

Another not-so-good-for-you 
ingredient coming under fire recently 

is partially hydrogenated oils 
(PHOs). At the request of one 
of its private label customers, 
Bylada Foods recently elimi-
nated PHOs from its entire 
product line, says Bradshaw. 
“And we just switched our 
mini pizza bagels to whole 
grain, adding an ‘8 grams 
of whole grains per serving’ 
call-out to our packaging.” 
He adds, “What trans fats 
were three years ago, whole 
grains are today.” So expect 
more ingredient swap outs. 
And look for additional low-
cal and single-serve options 
similar to Lean Cuisine’s 

spring rolls and pita bread-hot dip 
combos, which can also double as 
small meals.

“Many consumers have turned to 
frozen snacks as inexpensive home-
meal options,” according to Kim Ruiz 
Beck, chairman of Dinuba, Calif.-
based Ruiz Foods (www.elmonterey.
com), maker of the El Monterey 
lineup. To give shoppers even more 
choices, she says, the company 
recently added two varieties of Mini 
Tacos (beef and cheddar cheese and 
chicken with cheddar cheese) to its 
recloseable snack bag collection.

The success of El Monterey and 
other Mexican — and Asian — frozen 
snack brands (we count four in the top 
10) highlights the growing popularity 
of ethnic flavor profiles. “Tex-Mex has 
always been big in the Southwest, but 
it’s working its way into the Midwest 
and East,” while Asian is moving from 
the two Coasts to the interior, says 
Bylada’s Bradshaw.

“We see a trend toward ethnic ver-

Front panel points out that Bylada Foods’
Chef Gusto mini pizza bagels are made
with real cheese and contain 8 grams of
whole grain per serving.
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sions of core favorites,” adds Benso, 
citing a shift from regular cream 
cheese jalapenos to chipotle cream 
cheese jalapenos as one example. 
Particularly on the private label side, 
he continues, adding a little ethnic 
flair to an otherwise familiar item is 
a great way to create a point of dif-
ference.

Retailers are also differentiating 
themselves by offering better-value, 
family-size packages of customer fa-
vorites, an increasingly popular move 
that gained a lot of traction over 
the past year or two. But Bradshaw 
cautions against eliminating smaller 
sizes at the same time. “If a retailer 
has only big sizes to sell, they limit 
the pool of buyers to only those who 
can afford $5 or $6 for snacks. It’s im-
portant to have the entry level price 
point option as well.”

LOWER PRICES SPUR TRIAL
For many of the same reasons, 
Bradshaw also likes one-dollar price 
points, including 10 for $10 and five 
for $5 deals that allow customers to 
spread their total snack and appe-
tizer spend across several different 
products. “If they’re forced to spend 
their entire frozen snack budget on 
one large package, consumers won’t 
get the opportunity to try out new 
items,” he explains. Dollar price 
points, on the other hand, encourage 
trial, particularly for new items.

Multiple price points — three for 
$5, two for $6, etc. — often achieve 
much the same goal and produce a 

higher ring as well. “Snacks are 
‘advanced consumption’ items, 
i.e. if they’re in the freezer, they 
will get eaten,” says Bradshaw. 
So pricing strategies that 
encourage multiple purchases 
tend to boost consumption. 
But be careful to apply mul-
tiples pricing only to estab-
lished products, not new items. 
“Retailers sometimes want to 
put new snacks out there at a 
multiple price point, but that 
just scares consumers off. They 
don’t want to buy three or four 
boxes of a product they’ve never 
tried before. Putting new items 
at the lowest single price point 
you can offer is a much better ap-
proach,” Bradshaw says.

But perhaps the best way to sell 
more frozen snacks is to take a page 
from the delivery pizza folks and 
bundle them with complementary 
items. “Pizza chains are bundling 
pizza with bread sticks, wings and 
soda for one low price,” says Brad-
shaw. “But retailers can do that, too, 
offering consumers a complete meal 
(pizza, snacks, dessert and soda) 
that’s ready in less than 10 minutes 
— half the time it takes for deliv-
ery.” He adds, “Retailers like Bi-Lo, 
Winn-Dixie and Harris-Teeter have 
all been successful with the meal 
deal concept, which makes it really 
easy for consumers to decide what’s 
for dinner tonight.” Including frozen 
snacks in meal deals also helps 
consumers think about them as meal 

components rather than stand-alone 
party fare.

Another way to get that message 
across is to merchandise frozen 
snacks and appetizers with other 
meal components. For example, 
while many snack manufacturers 
want their products displayed in 
the frozen snack section alongside 
the pizza rolls and mini quiches, 
Tukwila, Wash.-based InnovAsian 
Cuisine (www.innovasiancuisine.
com) prefers to keep its egg rolls 
and potstickers in the Asian foods 
door with its Asian entrees and side 
dishes. While it’s true that not every 
frozen snack consumer will visit that 
section, “It’s easier on the shopper 
to have all the Asian items in one 
section... It’s similar to ordering from 
a menu at an Asian restaurant,” says 
Michele Saga, category marketing 

manager-packaged goods. To 
boost product visibility, she sug-
gests in-store demos that make 
the shopping experience more 
fun.

Other manufacturers are get-
ting the word out via social me-
dia. “Social media is a great way 
to let our consumers know about 
coupons and other offers we pro-
vide, as well as a way to get our 
products in front of our target 
market more often,” says Sarah 
Salvato, director of marketing 
for Houston-based Windsor 
Foods (www.joseole.com), maker 
of the José Olé lineup.   n

SNACKS & APPETIZERS 
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended April 15, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the 
Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is vs. the same period a year ago. Data is for 
the brands as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions.
CATEGORY $ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG VOLUME % CHG
FZ APPS./SNACK ROLLS  $227,187,400   (1.2)  62,571,480   (6.1)  59,429,150   (2.1)
Totino’s Pizza Rolls   $57,606,440   (7.4)  19,007,210   (14.3)  20,566,960   (6.6)
T.G.I. Friday’s   $22,866,090   (10.2)  4,948,520   (19.4)  4,018,221   (14.1)
Private Label   $16,451,800   (0.4)  4,387,128   (8.1)  4,242,822   (12.4)
Bagel Bites   $14,540,350   (6.9)  4,487,927   (5.1)  2,968,425   (7.5)
José Olé   $13,654,750   (8.6)  2,675,848   (14.7)  3,609,371   (14.5)
Farm Rich   $13,644,910   20.7   2,670,724   24.0   3,907,671   22.2 
El Monterey   $10,828,460   17.8   1,843,411   15.9   2,691,386   14.7 
Delimex   $8,334,639   42.8   1,350,238   48.0   2,562,510   44.9 
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine   $7,438,520   20.5   2,644,684   15.6   1,322,342   15.6 
Chung’s   $6,605,685   (1.9)  1,983,301   (4.4)  1,538,665   (2.8)

Thai-style chicken spring rolls from 
Lean Cuisine contain 7 grams of fat, 200 
calories and 1 gram of fiber per serving 
of 3 rolls.
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HISPANIC 
FOODS
GAIN SPACE
Best-practice supermarkets allocate 
more space to Hispanic/Mexican 
foods as Latino population grows 
and mainstream consumers buy. 

BY MICHAEL FRIEDMAN

“The retailers that are on 
top of their game are giv-
ing additional space to 

frozen and refrigerated Mexican/
Hispanic foods, responding to one 
of the fastest-growing demograph-
ics in the country,” says Bobby 
Ray, vp-retail and store brands of 
Select Store Brands (www.select 
storebrands.com), a division of 
Haliburton International Foods, 
Inc., Ontario, Calif.

Latinos are a fundamental compo-
nent to future business success, with 
a buying power of $1 trillion in 2010 
that is expected to grow 50% to $1.5 
trillion in 2015, according to “The 
State of the Hispanic Consumer: 
The Hispanic Market Imperative,” a 
report released in April by New York-
based Nielsen.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
Other key findings of the report, 
which have broad implications for 
grocery channels, are:
•	The	overall	U.S.	population	is	
graying, but the Latino 
population remains young 
and the primary feeder 
of workforce growth and 
new consumption. The 
median age of the Latino 
population is 28 years old, nearly 10 
years younger than the total market 
median age of 37.
• Hispanics spend 68% more time 
watching video on the Internet and 
20% more time watching video on 
their mobile phones than non-His-
panic whites.

•	Hispanics	make	fewer	shopping	
trips per household than non-Hispan-
ics, but spend more per trip. Hispanic 
Spanish-preferred households made 
143 trips (all retail channels) and 
spent $52 per trip in the 52 weeks 
ended Dec. 25, 2011, according to 
Nielsen Homescan data. This com-
pared with 142 trips and $51 per trip 
for Hispanic English-preferred house-
holds and 149 trips and $47 per trip 
for non-Hispanic white households.
• Between 2010 
and 2011, Hispan-
ics accounted for 
more than half of 
the U.S. popula-
tion increase. 
They will con-
tribute an even 
greater share 
(60% or higher) 
of all population 
growth over the 
next five years.

Besides the 
Nielsen report, 
a recent survey 
from the School 
Nutrition Asso-
ciation, National Harbor, Md., shows 
a growing prevalence of ethnic food 
choices in school cafeterias, with 
most schools now offering Mexican 
and Asian dishes.

“The Mexican/Hispanic consumer 
base continues to grow at an un-
precedented pace, but we must all 
realize that this consumer is not just 
Hispanics. Just go to any Mexican 
restaurant in America and take note 
of who is sitting at all the tables. I am 

proud of my heritage as an American 
Indian, but I simply love Mexican/
Hispanic food!” says Ray.

The shift in U.S. demographics, 
plus the popularity of food trucks 
and increased exposure to authentic 
cuisines are driving consumers’ ac-
ceptability of new flavors and forms, 

according to Sarah Salvato, direc-
tor of marketing for Houston-based 
Windsor Foods, maker of the José 
Olé lineup (www.joseole.com).

“Post 2008-2010, and more recent-
ly in 2011, frozen Mexican brands 
began seeing growth as the economy 
showed signs of improvement. This 
growth is coming from consumers 
spending more in-store and retailers 
continuing to capture eating occa-
sions from restaurants. The consum-

er is still price-sensitive and buying 
smart, so coupons, deals and ‘value’ 
are still an important part of the pur-
chase decision,” says Salvato. 

HIGHER-END SALES
“As the economy improves, people 
start eating better. We are starting to 
see people being willing to buy high-
er-end Mexican and ethnic products. 
They are more likely to experiment 
and try new flavors and products,” 
says John Signorino, managing direc-

tor of Orange, Calif.-based 
MegaMex Foods, which 
includes Don Miguel 
Mexican Foods, Inc. 
(www.donmiguel.com).
Consumers are looking 

for more restaurant-quality in their 
grocery products and are willing 
to pay more for the higher-quality 
ingredients, according to Signorino. 
“Our higher-end product sales are 
outpacing our more price-competitive 
products. Don Miguel is a major sup-
plier to the C-store industry, which 

Hispanics make fewer shopping 
trips per household than non-
Hispanics, but spend more per trip.

Select Store Brands has a wide product offering includ-
ing, from left, Roasted Tomatillo Salsa, Salsa Quemada 
and Molcajete Roja Salsa. 
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competes more with fast-food and 
casual dining restaurants. So higher 
restaurant-quality products are what 
is increasingly in demand,” he says.

“The mainstream consumer has 
come a long way from the bean and 
cheese burrito. They enjoy... even 
crave... different textures and flavors 
and are very willing to experiment 

with heat. Their palate has developed 
a sophistication that results in a 
desire for more and different choic-
es,” says Kim Ruiz Beck, chairman 
of Dinuba, Calif.-based Ruiz Food 
Products, makers of the El Monterey 
brand (www.elmonterey.com).

Beck says the frozen Mexican 
category grew 1.2% in dollars in the 
26 weeks ending March 8, according 
to Chicago-based market research 
firm SymphonyIRI Group. El Monte-
rey was up 9.6% in dollars and 7.9% in 
volume in this period.

Windsor’s Salvato points out that 
while consumers are still cautious 
with their dollars, the industry is 
experiencing a fun and evolutionary 
time with consumers and their ever-
growing adoption of ethnic cuisine. 
“Consumers are craving flavor, vari-
ety, and fun for the family. Consum-
ers want to have flavor adventures 
more often and due to economic 
constraints are looking to more of 
those adventures at home.” 

Manufacturers have to continue 

to bring new authentic flavors and 
forms to the table, according to 
Salvato. “These products will always 
need to be convenient for the busy 
family, but they also need to add 
some Olé to life!,” she says.

“We also can’t ignore the impor-
tance of health and the need for 
products that are better for you and 
taste great. Manufacturers will need 
to find a balance to address this 
growing concern,” she adds.

The major trends affecting today’s 
sales of frozen and refrigerated Mex-
ican/Hispanic foods are authenticity, 
quality and new flavors (including 
fusion), according to MegaMex’s 
Signorino. “It is strange that today 
both authenticity and fusion appear 
at different ends of the taste scale, 
but both are selling. This demon-
strates the increasing sophistication 
of American tastes,” he says.

Signorino believes that retailers are 
looking more for new products than 
ever before and are becoming more 
willing to try and feature new prod-
ucts. “They too are seeing increasing 
sophistication of American tastes and 
want to keep the sales dollars that 
have come their way after the 2008 
corrections when consumers turned 
to eating more at home,” he says.

RESTAURANTS LEAD
Select Store Brands’ Ray points out 
that the most successful Mexican 
foodservice operators are being more 
innovative by providing new exciting 
entrees to their menus that are giving 
their customers a reason to return. 
“The retail community always tends 
to move slower than restaurants. It is 
so important for consumers to be able 
to find what they love at restaurants 
in their local grocery store,” he says.

“Consumers are becoming more 
interested in cooking with ‘flair’ 
while still maintaining a conscien-
tiousness about authenticity and 
ingredient profiles. This has been a 
trend asset to our TortillaLand busi-
ness that involves merging authentic 
tortillas, made-at-home freshness, no 
preservatives and all-natural ingredi-
ents in our ‘uncooked’ flour tortil-
las,” says Charlene Lee, director of 

marketing for San Diego-based Circle 
Foods (www.circlefoods.com).

Tortillas are a $1.3 billion category 
with 58.4% household penetration, 45 
day purchase cycle and 75.6% repeat 
buyers, according to data from Nielsen 
Homescan and SymphonyIRI Group.

“We are driving the consumer to 
the category through out-of-store 
drivers to find TortillaLand in the 
refrigerated section and working 
with partners to build the category, 
which is a win-win for all since as the 
meal is created, the shopping basket 
expands,” says Lee.

Ruiz Food’s Beck believes that in 
this economy consumers continue 
to try to stretch their food dol-
lars by eating out less and bringing 
their lunch to work more. “They are 
looking for less expensive options, 
without trading off on quality, taste 
or variety,” she says.

Manufacturers see social media 
as an opportunity to create relation-
ships with their customers and have 
a more direct line of communication 
that allows them to better target 
consumer needs and wants. 

Select Store Brands will soon be 
offering to select retailers a line of 
frozen vegetables for Mexican/His-
panic consumers.

Circle Foods recently began ship-
ping TortillaLand uncooked, gluten-
free corn tortillas in a 14-count 
package and in three 20-count packs 
into California and parts of Nevada 
and Arizona.  n

Don Miguel recently introduced two 
new frozen breakfast items — a spicy 
Egg, Bacon & Jalapeno Burrito and 
an Egg & Sausage Chimi. The third 
quarter will see new El Charrito Queso 
Grande Enchiladas and Mexican Style 
Enchilada Dinner.

El Monterey was up 9.6% in dollars 
and 7.9% in volume in the 26 
weeks ending March 8, according 
to Chicago-based market research 
firm SymphonyIRI Group. 
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SPOTLIGHT: SEAFOOD

NETTING 
PROFITS
Consumers continue to ‘fish’ for 
bargains, and often seafood has 
been losing. But new species, value-
added items and cross-promotion 
can still net decent profits. 

BY DENISE LEATHERS

Rising prices and falling mer-
chandising support combined 
to push frozen seafood units 

in supermarkets down 
by 5.1% in the 12 weeks 
ended April 15, according 
to SymphonyIRI Group, 
the Chicago-based mar-
ket research firm. 

Inflation kept dollars 
steady ⎯ up by 0.2% ver-
sus the year-ago period ⎯ 
but volume sold with mer-
chandising support dipped 
by 2.0 points to 60.1%. 

At the subcategory level, 
frozen shrimp units slid 
7.8%, with dollars down 
0.2% to $275.8 million. Frozen fish/
seafood units were also off (-3.6%), 
but the segment managed a modest 
0.4% gain, to $337.1 million. Total 
U.S. seafood consumption has fallen 
from 16.0 pounds per person in 2009 
to 15.8 pounds in 2010, the most 
recent year for which statistics are 
available. 

SLOW ECONOMY
“The economy still hasn’t recovered, 
and shoppers continue to watch their 
food budgets very closely,” says Larry 
Williams, director of retail sales and 
marketing at Renton, Wash.-based 
Orca Bay Seafoods (www.orcabay 
seafoods.com). “Based on price per 
pound, many of them are choosing 
chicken, beef and pork over seafood.” 
And when they do buy seafood, con-
sumers are opting for better-value 
white fish like cod and flounder or 
farmed species like tilapia and swai 

over more expensive shellfish.
In an effort to deliver better value, 

Orca Bay recently relaunched its two-
year-old SteamWell lineup, which 
originally included a single 8-ounce 
serving of pre-sauced fish. For just 
a dollar more, says Williams, the 
product now includes two 6-ounce 
servings. In addition, the company 
jettisoned a costly mahi variety and 
replaced it with Sweet Chili Agave 
Swai. One of the fastest-growing 
species in the seafood department, 
“Farmed swai is a value-priced 
protein that recently cracked the top 
10 list of best-selling species in the 
U.S.,” says Williams.

Mussels are also getting more at-
tention for their good value, and have 
a lot of upside potential, according 
to Tom Sunderland, marketing vp 
at Seattle-based Ocean 
Beauty Seafoods (www.
oceanbeauty.com), which 
showed several different 
SKUs under its St. An-
drew’s label at the Boston 
Seafood Show. In addition 
to their good price, “Mus-
sels eat well, they’re sustainable and 
they’re not so exotic that people 
haven’t heard of them,” he explains. 
“With the ramp-up in inflation, value 
is the most important factor in many 
seafood purchases. Products like 
mussels that offer good value have 
the potential for explosive growth.”

Although “good price/value” and 
“appearance/freshness” topped a list 
of factors consumers said were most 
important to them when purchas-
ing fish or shellfish, a recent poll 

by Chicago-based market research 
company Mintel found ease of 
preparation was almost as vital. It’s 
no surprise, then, that value-added 
products that require little more 
than microwaving are trending up. 
“Consumers are looking to re-create 
restaurant quality meals at home, but 
their time is limited” (not to mention 
their cooking skills), says James Berg-
er, sales and marketing director at 
Jacksonville, Fla.-based Beaver Street 
Fisheries (www.beaverfish.com). 

In an effort to streamline the pro-
cess, the company recently debuted 
a seven-SKU line of pre-seasoned 
seafood dishes for two under the Sea 
Best Signature label. Ready in min-
utes, the microwaveable collection 
features “on-trend” flavor profiles 
like Mango-Crusted Swai and Tilapia 
Florentine that mirror products 
already on the menu at many white 
tablecloth restaurants.

For shoppers who like to feel like 
they “cooked” for their families, Bal-
timore-based Phillips Foods (www.
phillipsfoods.com) recently rolled out 
a line of seafood skillet meals for two. 
Ready in six minutes, the all-natural 
collection was inspired by dishes 
served at Phillips Seafood Restau-
rants and includes Mediterranean 
Style Shrimp Primavera, Garlic and 
White Wine Scampi, New Orleans 

Style Shrimp and Creamy Parmesan 
Shrimp Alfredo.

BURGERS ARE HOT
While microwave and skillet meals 
are definitely getting a lot more 
play, perhaps the hottest new frozen 
seafood product is the burger. One 
of the most recent introductions 
comes from Orca Bay, which offers 
three varieties — Teriyaki Salmon, 
Teriyaki Tuna and Mediterranean 
Tuna — two of which are co-branded 

Ease of preparation remains 
vital, so value-added products 
requiring little more than 
microwaving are trending up.

Seafood burgers are hot. Orca Bay recently 
launched three varieties — Teriyaki Salmon, 
Teriyaki Tuna and Mediterranean Tuna.  
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FROZEN SEAFOOD 
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended April 15, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the 
Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is 
for the brands as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions.

CATEGORY $ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG VOLUME % CHG
FZ SEAFOOD  $612,871,600   0.2   94,690,520   (5.1)  107,871,100   (5.7)
FZ FISH/SEAFOOD  $337,076,600   0.4   62,899,780   (3.6)  71,156,780   (3.6)
Private Label   $90,930,320   1.4   12,794,420   (8.2)  16,120,800   (2.6)
Gorton’s   $64,575,330   2.2   14,616,190   1.4   14,048,780   (3.8)
Van de Kamp’s   $22,543,560   (10.1)  5,335,422   (11.5)  6,917,451   (10.0)
Great American   $13,066,370   (18.7)  1,609,454   (22.7)  3,136,325   (25.8)
Mrs. Paul’s   $12,642,200   0.4   2,961,358   2.2   3,547,247   2.3 
Sea Best   $9,349,025   (12.2)  1,512,545   (31.4)  2,179,791   (26.2)
Great Fish   $8,032,336   (1.7)  1,219,054   (1.0)  2,249,998   (0.2)
Cape Gourmet   $5,013,065   16.0   638,386   19.2   1,062,705   15.6 
Ocean Eclipse   $4,356,741   (12.3)  1,817,180   (26.3)  817,402   (23.8)
Fisher Boy   $3,861,742   (11.5)  969,424   (9.9)  1,554,147   (11.4)

FZ SHRIMP  $275,794,900   (0.2)  31,790,740   (7.8)  36,714,340   (9.4)
Private Label   $155,172,200   (0.6)  16,430,490   (9.8)  19,724,340   (10.2)
SeaPak   $16,157,840   (5.7)  2,777,905   (11.7)  2,557,281   (7.4)
Gorton’s   $11,226,770   (9.0)  2,148,291   (9.0)  1,616,747   (8.5)
Tastee Choice   $10,679,530   201.9   1,168,545   119.4   1,277,604   186.4 
Aqua Star   $7,897,682   4.5   977,065   (2.6)  1,135,804   (13.0)
Sea Best   $7,421,389   (21.4)  1,011,751   (36.1)  1,146,894   (39.4)
Cape Gourmet   $4,971,776   (25.5)  313,177   (22.5)  609,234   (22.7)
Great American   $4,301,291   (5.6)  369,147   (15.4)  709,446   (13.3)
Seamazz   $3,522,814   32.3   274,145   31.4   428,479   25.3 
Censea   $2,632,512   (20.9)  203,331   (29.8)  308,998   (31.0)    

with Kikkoman. “Seafood burgers hit 
all the hot buttons,” says Williams. 
“They’re a healthier alternative to 
beef burgers, they’re very affordable 
versus other types of seafood, and 
because they go directly from freezer 
to grill, they’re really convenient.”

Although merchandising support 
for frozen seafood has dwindled over 
the past year, particularly in the pro-
motion-driven shrimp subcategory, 
manufacturers say there are plenty 
of other ways to boost seafood sales. 

“Helping 
consumers 
understand 
how easy 
seafood is 
to prepare 
and the 
variety of 
ways it can 
be prepared 
can increase 

consumers’ confidence in their abil-
ity to create a seafood meal and ulti-
mately drive category growth,” 
says Berger, who recommends 
offering recipes and serving 
suggestions at the point of sale. 
Particularly now, when seafood 
prices are at their peak, he adds, 
no one wants to spend $10 or 
$15 on a product they’re not sure 
how to cook.

It also helps to staff the sea-
food counter with knowledge-
able employees who can suggest 
frozen alternatives to fresh, 
including “foolproof,” value-
added options that help ensure a 
positive experience among those 
new to the category. In fact, 
Mintel’s survey revealed that 
nearly two-thirds of consumers 
said a recommendation from the 
store’s staff was an important 
factor when choosing seafood to 
prepare at home.

Like any center-of-the-plate 
protein, frozen seafood also ben-
efits from cross-merchandising 
with complementary items. 
Pay-one-price meal deals that 
combine products in a single 
display are ideal because con-

sumers can find everything 
they need in one spot, but 
even simple tie-ins (with 
tartar or cocktail sauce, 
pasta or bagged arugula) 
can do wonders for sales. 
However, one of the most 
popular pairings recently 
is seafood and wine. For 
example, Phillips recently 
partnered with California-
based Wente Vineyards in 
an “East Meets West Crab 
Challenge” that features 
coupons for Phillips prod-
ucts, custom recipes and an 
online sweepstakes.

Finally, if your chain 
is proud of its seafood 
sustainability effort, advertise it! For 
example, Safeway’s circular recently 
noted Greenpeace had named it the 
most sustainable seafood grocer 
in the U.S. (among national super-
markets). While the lack of a single 
public standard for sustainability has 

created some confusion among con-
sumers, there is evidence that they’re 
willing to pay more for sustainable 
seafood, particularly as their under-
standing grows.

Eventually, says Williams, “I be-
lieve sustainability will be a require-
ment, not a choice.” n

‘Eventually, 
I believe 
sustainability 
will be a 
requirement, 
not a choice.’

Beaver Street Fisheries recently debuted 
a seven-SKU line of pre-seasoned seafood 
dishes for two under the Sea Best 
Signature label.
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PRW CUTS 
ENERGY
COSTS 35%
Interstate Cold Storage did it easily 
with variable frequency drives, and 
says nearly any PRW could probably 
do the same.  

When the electric utility 
serving Interstate Cold 
Storage announced an 

upcoming rate increase, the Fort 
Wayne, Ind.-based public refriger-
ated warehouse (PRW) company 
went right to work.  

“Cold storage facilities’ largest 
expenses are energy and manpower, 
so improving energy efficiency is an 
obvious area for operational improve-
ment,” says Jerry Tippmann, ICS’ 
refrigeration operations manager. 

FORT WAYNE TEST
The company, one of the 25 largest 
PRWs in North America, chose its 
5.5 million-cubic-foot Fort Wayne 
West facility as a test case. It set 
about assessing the potential energy 
savings and operational improve-
ments that could be achieved by 

upgrading the refrigeration infra-
structure.

ICS is owned by Tippmann Affili-
ated Group, which owns more than 

a dozen companies. One of them is 
Tippmann Refrigeration (www.tipp 
mannrefrigeration.com), a specialist 
in design/build services for refriger-
ated warehouses and DCs. Phil Black, 
the Tippmann Refrigeration project 
engineer who led the ICS project, had 
earlier experience with ABB variable 
frequency drives (www.abb.us/drives). 

He was thus familiar with recent 
VFD technology and the opportuni-
ties for cost savings. Keep in mind 
that there are only about 1,400 public 
and 5,000 private cold storage ware-
houses in the country, and probably 
fewer than 3% of them use VFDs. But 
it was the addition of 26 ABB VFDs 
to the motors powering the compres-
sors, evaporators and condensers that 
yielded the greatest benefit. 

Most striking was the immedi-
ate 35% savings in energy costs at 
the ICS test facility, providing a 
six-month return on the up-front 
investment on the drives. The major 
sources of the energy savings include:
• Compressor Capacity Control. 
Previously, the only way to control 
the capacity of the compressor was 
through opening and closing the slide 
valve (discharge port), which allowed 
for non-linear, inefficient control. With 
the drives, the capacity can be set at 
any point from 0 to 100.  
• Condenser and Evaporator Fan 

Control. Previously, the only setting 
on the condenser and evaporator fans 
was “on” and “off.” The drives provide 
much more precise control. 

Based on these 
benefits alone, ICS 
added VFDs to the 
refrigeration system 
in its remaining four 
locations, which range 
in age from 10 to 35 
years, and in refriger-
ated storage capac-
ity from 1.75 to 7.25 
million cubic feet. “The 
dramatic reduction in 

energy costs made modernizing our 
other facilities in the same manner a 
top priority,” says Vince Tippmann, 
Jr., ICS president. 

The VFDs also provided several 
major operational improvements: 
• Cooling and Tempering. The 
VFDs provide quick and precise 
control over the speed at which a 
product is cooled or thawed. For best 
quality, different products need to be 
cooled and thawed at differing rates. 
Loaves of bread, for example, need to 
be frozen quickly but thawed slowly. 
Pork needs to be tempered at a more 
controlled rate. Where necessary, 
VFDs have allowed ICS to offer freez-
ing and tempering times that are 
350% better than its typical competi-
tors. This allows quicker export rates 
and more flexibility for customers. 
• Centralized Control. A sophisti-
cated control system was installed 
with the drives, controlling and 
monitoring the facility’s entire refrig-
eration system from one centralized 
interface.
• Extended Life/Reduced Mainte-
nance. The drives help ensure that 
the various motors are running only 
at the load necessary at any given 
time, extending their life and reduc-
ing maintenance and repair needs. 

“Any cold storage or refrigeration-
based facility will be able to see 
energy savings very close to the 35% 
figure ICS realized via adding VFDs 
to the prominent components of 
their refrigeration infrastructure,” 
says Black. “They also should expect 
an array of intangible operational 
improvements.”  n

LOGISTICS

Energy savings provided a six-month return 
on the up-front investment on the drives. 

Some 26 ABB VFDs were added to the motors 
powering the compressors, evaporators and 

condensers at ISC’s Fort Wayne
 West facility. 

Previously, the only way to control 
compressor capacity was opening 
and closing the slide valve, which 
provided inefficient control. With 
the drives, the capacity can be set 
at any point from 0 to100.  
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IARW TOP 25
LIST IS OUT
The International Association 

of Refrigerated Warehouses 
has released its annual IARW 

Global Top 25 List of the public 
refrigerated warehouses both glob-
ally and in North America. North 
America’s Top 25, listed below, 
operate a total of 2.57 billion cubic 
feet, up by 2% from 2011. 

COMPANY CUBIC FEET
Americold Logistics  850,137,961
Millard 277,461,882
Preferred Freezer Services 215,250,625
United States Cold Storage, 187,776,862
Lineage Logistics 127,502,178
VersaCold (Canada) 117,331,544
Castle & Cooke Cold Storage 111,867,380

Interstate Warehousing 80,137,610
Cloverleaf Cold Storage 62,964,648
Burris Logistics 62,329,576
Nordic Cold Storage 59,529,000
Columbia Colstor 50,610,000
Ryder Supply Chain Solutions 47,480,066
Henningsen Cold Storage 41,785,309
Frialsa Frigorificos (Mexico) 39,646,965
Hanson Logistics 35,178,539 
Conestoga Cold Storage (Canada) 30,620,000
Congebec Logistics (Canada)  26,650,000
Confederation Freezers (Canada) 26,450,000
Zero Mountain 23,644,000
Interstate Cold Storage 21,403,000
Allied Frozen Storage 21,246,747
Hall’s Warehouse Corp. 20,625,304
MTC Logistics 17,551,094
U.S. Growers Cold Storage 16,365,356

LOGISTICS LEDGER
Charlottesville, Va.-based HelioSage 
Energy, a national solar project de-
veloper, has completed installation of 

a 257 kilowatt solar array at the RLS 
Logistics headquarters in Newfield, 
N.J. The roof-mounted array will de-
liver energy cost savings to RLS over 
the life of the system, expected to be 
at least 25 years. Under a power pur-
chase agreement (PPA), RLS will host 
the solar array and pay a monthly so-
lar power bill, allowing the company 
to go solar without any capital outlay. 
At no point will RLS be responsi-
ble for any capital expenditures or 
ongoing operations and maintenance 
costs. Under the 15-year contract, the 
price RLS will pay for solar electric-
ity comes at a considerable discount 
to its current rates for utility power, 
according to the companies… Han-
nibal Industries (www.hannibalrack.
com), Los Angeles, debuts Pallet 
Shuttle by Autosat® and GlideRack 
products, which increase capacity 
and efficiency while reducing labor 
and cooling cost. n
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LINDY’S 
HOMEMADE
RECIPE
Mix one part business and one part 
inspiration with two people in love. 
Stir gently.  

Damon and Veronica 
DeCristoforo were just 25 
when they started Lindy’s 

Homemade, the thriving Italian ice 

cream company based in Charlotte, 
N.C. Not many people know that 
the founding of the company in 
1998 was inspired by a tragic event 
that changed their lives forever. We 
interviewed them via e-mail. 

How did you two come up with the 
idea for Lindy’s Homemade?
We had been married just four and a 
half months when Damon’s parents, 
Lindy and Zelda, were killed in a car 
accident in June, 1997. Our families 
were very close, and this tragic loss 

changed our perspective on what’s 
truly important and how precious 
time and life really are. There’s no 
dress rehearsal for a suffering that 
absorbs ALL of your heart, mind 
and soul. We decided to honor them 
by recreating Lindy’s treats, and we 
shifted the pain of our loss toward 
building a legacy.
How did you meet? 
We met in middle school, both of us 
were the “new kids” at school that 

year. Veronica’s family came to the 
United States from Chile to leave be-
hind the political unrest there in the 
‘70s. Then we went to different high 
schools and met again after graduat-
ing when we both worked at a local 
shopping mall in Charlotte. Veronica 
sold expensive sunglasses 
and was about to make the 
biggest sale of the day when 
she noticed a familiar smile 
on a familiar face pass by the 
store. We began a six-year 
courtship all the way through 
Belmont Abbey College in 
Charlotte, and were married 
in January, 1997. 

What did you study in 
college?
Damon studied business and 
Veronica majored in finance 
and accounting. (We guess 
that came in handy!)

What was the initial 
business plan like? 
After we finalized our recipes 
and flavors in our kitchen at 
home, we began making the 
treats in 2.5-gallon buckets. 
As you can imagine, space in 
our freezer quickly became an issue. 
Luckily we had a friend who owned 
a restaurant, and he let us store our 
buckets in his walk-in freezer. Our 
first taste of victory was at a three-
day festival in our hometown of 

Charlotte. We made the 
largest batches we had 
ever made. Shortly after 
the booth opened, there 
was a long line of cus-
tomers, then two lines, 
then three. We couldn’t 

scoop fast enough! We had to call on 
friends and family to help us. I guess 
it was then we thought that wider 
distribution might be in order. 

What are your outside interests? 
We have two beautiful Golden 
Retrievers, Charlie and Sammy, who 
have a lot of personality and keep us 
laughing. Our favorite place in the 
summer is New England, and we like 
boating and snow skiing. Damon 

likes golf and I like gardening. 

Favorite books? Music?
Veronica’s choice: “A Lady First” by 
Letitia Baldwin. 
Damon’s choice: “The Match” by 
Mark Frost.
As for music, we like old country—

Johnny Cash and Willie Nelson. But 
we also like reggae and old rock and 
roll —U2, The Rolling Stones, Cold-
play, Sinatra, Stevie Nicks, I could go 
on and on…

Favorite sports and teams?
In tennis, we like Roger Federer and 
Kim Clijsters. 
In golf, we think highly of Rory 
McIlroy. 

As a couple, how do you create 
balance between work and life?
We think it’s important to have posi-
tive avenues to relieve stress, since 
anything but your work comes sec-
ondary. We both like to balance the 
end of the week by taking a morning 
or midday to meet a good friend for 
coffee or lunch and catch up on a 
light and personal level. It’s an inte-
gral part of maintaining focus. But 
mentally, you never check out of the 
business.   n

“There’s no dress rehearsal for 
a suffering that absorbs ALL of 
your heart, mind and soul.” 

GETTING PERSONAL

Veronica and Damon DeCristoforo out 
on the trail with their Golden Retrievers, 
Charlie and Sammy. 
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